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An empirical Investigation of existence of Trading Strategy
(Momentum or Contrarian) in context of Indian Equities
* Dr. Rakesh Shahani
** Prashant Singh (Student BMS)

Abstract
The present study focuses on identifying which of the two strategies namely contrarian or momentum exists in Indian Markets. The selected data
for this purpose includes twenty five stocks from the BSE Sensex and period of study is ten year period (2005-2015). Whereas the contrarian
strategy would suggest that an investors should buy past losers & sell past winners the momentum strategy recommends the reverse; the purchase of
the past winners and the sale of the past losers. To test these strategies in the Indian Market we have used annual portfolio average returns
Formation-Holding Methodology 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6,1-7,1-8 &1-9. We have constructed five equal sized quintile portfolios after
ranking the stocks in descending order of their returns. The methodology is somewhat similar to one applied in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) J X
K but with a rider in the sense that in our strategy we have fixed the Formation to 2005-06 & allowed the Holding Period to vary annually till
2015. The tests that have been applied in the study are ‘Difference of the Means test’, Cumulative Average returns & Mean Cumulative
Average returns test. The results of our study shows that Momentum strategy works in Indian Markets as MCAR (Winner) >MCAR
(Loser), thus reflecting continuation of returns.
Keywords: Contrarian, Momentum, Sensex, Formation-Holding Methodology, MCAR

INTRODUCTION

T

he weak form of market efficiency implies that historic
prices cannot be used to predict future patterns in
prices, thus performance of stocks and portfolios is
independent of past returns. However a lot of research in
this area shows some autocorrelation in the market prices of
stocks and portfolios, especially in the short run (Hon, M. T.,
& Tonks, I. (2003)). In light of these findings, a lot of
trading strategies have been developed, however the two
prominent but diagonally opposite are the momentum and
contrarian.
The present study focuses on which of the two strategies
namely contrarian or momentum exists in Indian Markets.
Whereas the first strategy i.e. the contrarian strategy (also
called negative feedback strategy) would suggest that an
investors should buy past losers (i.e. those stocks or
portfolios which have given lowest return during the

relevant period) & sell past winners (those stocks or
portfolios which have given highest return). On the other
hand the second strategy, the momentum strategy
recommends the reverse; the purchase of the past winners
and the sale of the past losers (also called positive feedback
trading). The momentum strategy actually means that
winners in a period (stocks/portfolios giving highest return)
continue to outperform & show consistent performance in
the subsequent periods. Thus the two strategies simply
mean; return continuation and reversal of return. These
twin strategies became popular only after these were
formally applied to stocks by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993)
who developed their J x K strategy for buying the winning
and selling the losing Portfolio over different holding
periods.
SCOPE & OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
The present study makes an attempt to investigate the two
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strategies namely contrarian or momentum exists in Indian
Markets. To achieve this Objective twenty seven stocks
forming part of the BSE Sensex have been included and
study period goes from April 2005- March 2015 (ten years.
The data (closing prices of companies) used in our study has
been collected from BSE Website (www.bseindia.com). The
data (closing prices of stocks) has been transformed to log
returns by applying formula ln (Pi/ Pi-1).

term showed a reversal in returns. This would mean weak
reversal in long run and strong continuation in short run. A
contrarian strategy provides somewhat positive returns in
the long run. These results were found to be consistent with
the Kang, J., Liu, M. H., & Ni, S. X. (2002) carried out their
study in the Chinese Markets & found abnormal profits for
some short term both contrarian & momentum strategies.
These profits could be attributed to over-reaction to firmspecific information, the negative cross-serial correlation.
For equal weighted portfolios, the momentum profits were
less distinct than value weighted portfolios, the reason
identified was unique lead-lag structure in China. Hameed,
A., & Kusnadi, Y. (2002) made a study of return
continuation effect in six emerging Asian markets & results
showed that for the portfolios created consisting of long
positions on past winners, The proportion of positive
returns were higher as compared to some of the other
studies. Chui, A. C., Wei, K. C., & Titman, S. (2000)
examined momentum play in Asian markets & results
indicate that momentum strategies (buy past winners & sell
past losers) work well in markets except Japan., the
momentum effect is stronger for small market cap firms,
firms with low B/V & having high turnover. Further
independent firms had strong momentum display than firms
which were managed in a group. Developed markets.
Asness, C. S. (1997) examined in detail value and momentum
strategies and found that the two were negatively correlated
or Value strategies gave best results among loser stocks
while momentum strategy gives strong results among lowvalue or expensive stocks. The study could actually prove the
effectiveness of both momentum and value strategies but
both moved in opposite direction. Thus adopting value
strategy would mean buying firms with poor momentum
and vice versa. Then holding momentum constant leads to a
more effective value.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Bernard, M., & Deo, M. (2015) carried out their study on
India’s BSE 100 Stock Index for the 8 year period 2004-12.
For winners and losers the CAAR and AAR’s were
estimated. Abnormal return was statistically significant for
momentum strategies. Although both winners’ and losers’
were contributing to momentum portfolios, winners
contribution was higher Gupta, K., Locke, S., & Scrimgeour,
F. (2010)investigated some of the alternative strategies to
calculate momentum returns like 52-week high, industry
momentum etc. The sample chosen was also quite
substantial involving 51 countries & findings suggest
industrial momentum & new strategy: 52-week high
momentum returns to be statistically significant when
applied in different countries but these results were not
superior as compared to conventional strategy. Moreover
these results were not so encouraging for small cap stocks.
George, T. J., & HWANG, C. Y. (2004) showed how short
term momentum in stock returns & long term reversal were
completely separate from each other, Their strategy was to
take long position in stocks which were close to 52 week
high and found that this strategy resulted in identifying
winners with more accuracy. They also tried to examine
whether 52 week high stocks result in long-term reversals &
conclusion was that it was not so. Forner, C., & Marhuenda,
J. (2003) made a study of Spanish Market for the
momentum strategy which has proved to give positive
abnormal returns in short- periods & the contrarian strategy
to be effective in long periods. The results did support the
momentum but contrarian was with a pinch of salt. Hon, M.
T., & Tonks, I. (2003) made a comprehensive study of
momentum strategy in UK markets for a period of four
decades January 1955 to December 1996. The results could
find some evidence of a size effect but was truly not
momentum. Only a sub sample could only confirm
momentum strategy while this could not be extended to a
larger period in UK Markets Sehgal, Sanjay, and I.
Balakrishnan (2002) evaluated Indian Stock Markets &
found that after controlling for short run momentum, long
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METHODOLOGY USED
(a) Formation of Winner and Loser Portfolios
(i) The Study considers 27 Companies from the BSE
Sensex for the entire ten year period (April 2005-March
2015), & computed the natural log returns: ln (Pt /Pt-1)
of all the stocks. For the first year i.e. 2005-06, these
stocks are ranked in descending order of their returns.
(ii) Next we form five portfolios from the stocks (however
since there are twenty seven stocks in our study, for ease
of formation of portfolios each with five stocks, we
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ignore the two stocks, one giving highest and one giving
lowest returns) The portfolios thus formed are named
as Portfolio 1 or P1 which shall be a portfolio of stock
returns with highest five ranks (we pick the top five
stocks giving highest return as we have ranked
according to descending order). Again Portfolio 2 or P2
shall be the portfolio with five stocks getting the lowest
returns. Other Portfolios P3, P4 & P5 lie in between
these two portfolios.
(iii) The first year of our study period April 2005-March
2006 is our formation period of our portfolios. In this
Formation period (F1), we have portfolios P1(portfolio
with stocks giving highest return), P2 (portfolio with
stocks with least return), P3, P4 & P5, however for our
analysis we focus only on two types of portfolios P1
(also called the Winner Portfolio ) and P2 (also called
the Loser Portfolio).

year holding (2006-08). This is a modified version of
the J x K strategy by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993)
which has been slightly modified by keeping the
Formation period fixed throughout and allowed only
the Holding period to change from year to year.
(vi) We apply difference of the mean ‘t’ test to test whether
the average return on winning portfolio is statistically
different from average return on losing portfolio;
t= ( μ1 - μ2 ) / ( σ12 /n1+ σ22 / n2)
(c) Computation of Cumulative Average Returns
(CAR) for Winner & Loser Portfolios
We compute CAR for winner and loser portfolios separately
by applying the following formula

(‘Hj' is the portfolio return during the holding period ‘j’ &
‘m’ is the year when cumulation ends)

(b) Computation of Average Returns for Formation
and Holding Periods

Let us consider P1 (Winner): suppose we want CAR4, we
first compute CAR1 (by taking AR of 1st year,) then CAR2
(by adding the AR for first two years), & so on till we reach

(i) Compute the average return (AR) of P1 (Winning
Portfolio) & P2 (losing portfolio) for our formation
period (2005-06). This average return shall be simple
average return :, where is the return on the stock ‘i' of the
Portfolio (Winner or Loser)
(ii) Next we focus on second year (2006-07), we call this
period as Holding Period 1. We again compute the
average return of same P1 (Winner) & P2 (loser) in
similar manner.
(iii) Next we focus on third year (2007-08), we call this
period as Holding Period 2. However average return of
holding period 2 or H2 shall be sum of average return
of two years i.e. year 2006-07 & 2007-08 divided by 2
(i.e.. RpH1 + RpH2 /2) where RpH1& RpH2 are the
returns on portfolio(p) for the holding period 1&2
respectively.
(iv) Similarly we compute the average return for holding
period(s) H3. H4, H5, H6, H7, H8 & H9. We thus
derive the general formula for average return for our
portfolio as AR(PHi)=
where PHi is the
Portfolio during the holding period ‘i’, RpHi is the
return of the portfolio during the holding period ‘i’, ‘n’
is the no. of years of the holding period.
(v) The strategy adopted can be written as : 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 14, 1-5, 1-6,1-7, 1-8 & 1-9 where 1-1 would mean one
year formation (2005-06) and one year holding (200607) and 1-2 would mean one year formation and two

CAR4.

We Repeat this exercise for P2 (Loser Portfolio)
(d) Calculation of Mean Cumulative Average Returns
(MCAR) for Winner & Loser Portfolios
MCAR is computed using the following formula, we
compute only MCAR9 as no. of iterations were 9.

/m, or
/9
(e) Data Diagnostic Tests
(i) Stationary tests for our stocks: We use augmented
Dickey Fuller Unit Root Test to test the stationarity of
our stock returns. For this purpose we run the
following regression:Δ Ret Stock t = ß1 + (ß2 – 1) Ret Stock t -1+
Δ Ret Stock t -i +
ut
(For the above equation; the variable for which we are
testing stationarity is Return on Stock (we test this for each
of the twenty five stocks included in our study). Δ Ret Stock
t is change in Stock return in period t, (β2 – 1) is the
coefficient of the Stationarity for variable,
Δ Ret
Stock t -i denotes change in Stock return in period t-i & is the
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augmented variable which has been added to take care of
autocorrelation and the term adds up ‘m’ times till the
autocorrelation is removed, β4t is the trend variable and
takes care of deterministic trend in the variable so that only
stochastic trend can be detected, the u t is random error
term.)

μ1 Winning Portfolio = μ2 Losing Portfolio & HA1: μ1
Winning Portfolio ≠ μ2 Losing Portfolio)
Hypothesis 2: Market is Efficient. (i.e. HO2: MCAR
Winning Portfolio = MCAR Losing Portfolio & HA2: MCAR
Winning Portfolio ≠ MCAR Losing Portfolio)

(ii) Test for Normality : We apply Jarque Bera Test
Statistics which is given by the following

Hypothesis 3: The stock returns under consideration
follow random walk or they are non- stationary. HO3 β2 1 =0
0r β2 = 1 (the stock returns follow a random walk)
HA3: β2 1 ≠0, (stock returns do not follow random walk)

(Where ‘S’ is the Skewness & ‘K’ the Kurtosis of time series
data, ‘n’ is the no. of Observations. Here too we apply the
test to all the 25 stocks included in our study)

Hypothesis 4: HO4: The stock returns are normally
distributed
HA4: The stock returns are not normal

HYPOTHESIS TO BE TESTED UNDER THE
STUDY

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following hypothesis are to be tested under the study

The results of the study are discussed under three segments,
the first segment deals with the Statistical Description of the
Stock Returns of our sample of twenty five companies
taken from BSE Sensex, these results are given in Table 1.

Hypothesis 1: There is no difference between the average
return on Winning Portfolio and Losing Portfolio (i.e. HO1:

Table 1 : Descriptive Statistics on Stock Returns for the period April 1, 2005 March 31, 2015
STATISTICS

AXIS BK

BHARTI BHEL

CIPLA DR REDDY GAIL

HDFC

HDFC Bk

HERO M

HINDALCO

HUL

ICICI BK

Mean

0.007

0.005

-0.010

0.008

0.014

0.005

0.005

0.005

0.014

-0.017

0.016

-0.001

Std.Error

0.018

0.010

0.018

0.011

0.010

0.009

0.015

0.016

0.007

0.022

0.007

0.017

Median

0.037

0.016

0.012

0.022

0.015

0.011

0.014

0.015

0.012

-0.002

0.011

0.007

Std Dev(s)

0.194

0.111

0.195

0.118

0.104

0.103

0.169

0.173

0.080

0.242

0.077

0.188

Sample Var

0.038

0.012

0.038

0.014

0.011

0.011

0.028

0.030

0.006

0.058

0.006

0.035

38.550

11.098

41.722

37.493

14.672

13.170

63.508

68.810

-0.238

54.719

0.644

37.147

Skewness

-4.829

-2.196

-5.156

-4.672

-2.512

-2.122

-6.880

-7.295

-0.112

-6.136

0.023

-4.528

Range

1.933

0.896

1.932

1.184

0.884

0.883

1.808

1.906

0.406

2.634

0.443

1.971

Count

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

6728.8

420.8

7961.8

6332.4

800.7

602.2

19092.6

22529.8

52.2

14009.7

27.5

6188.2

Kurtosis

JB TEST

STATISTICS

INFOSYS

ITC

LARSEN

LUPIN

M&M

MARUTI

Mean

0.001

0.007

0.005

0.011

0.001

0.019

S.E

0.011

0.012

0.016

0.017

0.012

Median

0.027

0.015

0.015

0.040

0.012

Std Dev(s)

0.118

0.132

0.172

0.183

Variance

0.014

0.017

0.030

0.033

Kurtosis

NTPC ONGC REL
0.005

-0.002

0.004

0.010

0.008

0.011

0.022

-0.003

0.009

0.129

0.104

0.083

0.017

0.011

0.007

SBI

SUN PH TCS

TATA M

-0.006

0.006

0.007

0.002

0.013

0.021

0.016

0.010

0.018

0.011

-0.002

0.026

0.015

0.020

0.124

0.139

0.233

0.171

0.114

0.201

0.015

0.019

0.054

0.029

0.013

0.040

11.647

16.422

16.025

60.861

8.858

0.095

1.388

13.485

9.599

67.447

59.592

12.814

31.791

Skewness

-2.563

--1.113

-2.681

-6.880

-1.548

-0.007

0.235

-2.362

-0.682

-7.135

-6.835

-2.572

-4.341

Range

0.825

1.386

1.578

1.891

1.118

0.507

0.552

1.084

1.302

2.582

1.731

0.918

1.933

Count

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

119.0

JB TEST

501.0

917.8

983.8

17538.7

217.7

41.9

14.0

655.7

225.2 21603.8

16806.3

608.7

4483.8
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Apart from discussing various test statistics, table 1 given above also tests for normalcy of the stock returns of various
companies using JB test Statistic. The results show that normality of stock returns for the twenty five companies could not be
established (we reject the Null Hypothesis of Normality as Computed Value is more than Chi Square Table Value of 5.99 for all
our stocks), however this aspect is still not considered a limitation in further analysis of formation of portfolios and
computation of Average Return and Cumulative Return.
The next part of this segment show the results of data diagnostic of these stocks in terms of stationarity. These results are
given in Table 2 below. As far as stationarity is concerned, all the stock returns (for 25 companies) were found to be stationary at
first difference (or Integrated at I (1))
Table 2 : Testing Stationarity for Stock Returns
DICKEY FULLER
Table

STATIONARY /
NOT
STATIONARY

SE(ß 2-1)

|'t' calculated|

-0.9780201

0.092817

10.5370603

2.89

STATIONARY

117

-1.0408391

0.092904

11.20336964

2.89

STATIONARY

119

117

-0.9586176

0.092811

10.32870362

2.89

STATIONARY

119

117

-1.0364898

0.09266

11.18596585

2.89

STATIONARY

DR REDDY

119

117

-1.0652292

0.092255

11.5466285

2.89

STATIONARY

GAIL

119

117

-1.1074631

0.092341

11.99317805

2.89

STATIONARY

HDFC

119

117

-1.0482762

0.092734

11.30406202

2.89

STATIONARY

HDFC BANK

119

117

-0.9894807

0.092859

10.65570172

2.89

STATIONARY

HERO MOTO COP.

119

117

-1.1567571

0.09131

12.66849095

2.89

STATIONARY

HINDAL CO.

119

117

-1.0379956

0.092964

11.16559176

2.89

STATIONARY

HUL

119

117

-1.0884146

0.092514

11.76491927

2.89

STATIONARY

ICICI BANK

119

117

-1.0138717

0.092796

10.92585337

2.89

STATIONARY

INFOSYS

119

117

-1.0909509

0.091599

11.91010281

2.89

STATIONARY

ITC

119

117

-1.280551

0.089822

14.25661665

2.89

STATIONARY

LARSEN

119

117

-0.8920793

0.092235

9.67184858

2.89

STATIONARY

LUPIN

119

117

-0.9798906

0.09295

10.5421327

2.89

STATIONARY

M&M

119

117

-0.8904449

0.091693

9.711118691

2.89

STATIONARY

MARUTI SUZUKI

119

117

-0.9940961

0.092326

10.76722214

2.89

STATIONARY

NTPC

119

117

-1.095783

0.092761

11.8129183

2.89

STATIONARY

ONGC

119

117

-1.0340882

0.092439

11.18674616

2.89

STATIONARY

RELIANCE

119

117

-1.1044999

0.092371

11.95718611

2.89

STATIONARY

SBI

119

117

-1.0407245

0.09271

11.22564408

2.89

STATIONARY

SUN PHARMA

119

117

-1.0459271

0.093012

11.24507737

2.89

STATIONARY

TATA CONSULTANCY

119

117

-1.1574205

0.090974

12.72260485

2.89

STATIONARY

TATA MOTORS

119

117

-0.9140872

0.092505

9.881512473

2.89

STATIONARY

Name of the Company

N

Total df

AXIS BANK

119

117

BHARTI AIRTEL

119

BHEL
CIPLA LTD

Coeff ß2 -1
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The second segment of the result analysis focuses on the results of the difference of the means test for different time periods
when returns from winning Portfolio are compared with that of the losing portfolio. These results are given in Table 3 Below
Table 3 : Difference of the‘t’ test comparing the average return on winning and losing portfolio

Particulars

F1 period

F1-H1

F1-H2

F1-H3

F1-H4

F1-H5

F1-H6

F1-H7

F1-H8

F1-H9

µ1 Winning Portfolio

0.14

0.09

0.11

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.11

µ 2 Losing Portfolio

-0.09

-0.14

-0.17

-0.15

-0.14

-0.14

-0.15

-0.14

-0.13

-0.14

VAR1(s2)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

n1

12.00

12.00

24.00

36.00

48.00

60.00

72.00

84.00

96.00

107.00

VAR2(s2)

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

n2

12.00

12.00

24.00

36.00

48.00

60.00

72.00

84.00

96.00

107.00

SIG

SIG

SIG

SIG

SIG

SIG

SIG

SIG

SIG

SIG

t' comp (SIG/Not Sig)

The analysis of the difference of the means test for different time periods as given in Table 3 above clearly shows that
computed ‘t’ values for the difference of the means of portfolio returns (MCAR Winning Portfolio - MCAR Losing Portfolio)
is statistically significant (higher than table ‘t’ values) (i.e. not equal to zero)
In the final part of our analysis, we concentrate on the results for the computation of CAR and MCAR for our winner and loser
portfolios over different holding periods, these results are given in Table 4 below. The results of this segment clearly show that
Mean Cumulative Average Returns (MCAR) of Winner Portfolio is higher than Mean Cumulative Average returns (MCAR) of
the Loser Portfolio, thereby implying that existing winners continue their winning trend on Indian Markets thereby showing
return continuation.
Table 4 : Average Return & Cumulative Average Return of Winning and Losing Portfolios for the Holding Periods
Winning Portfolio (P1)

F1 period
F1-H1
F1-H2
F1-H3
F1-H4
F1-H5
F1-H6
F1-H7
F1-H8
F1-H9
MCAR
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AR
0.139
0.092
0.108
0.117
0.125
0.118
0.114
0.111
0.111
0.112
WINNING PORTFOLIO
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CAR
0.139
0.092
0.200
0.317
0.442
0.560
0.674
0.785
0.896
1.008
0.112

F1 period
F1-H1
F1-H2
F1-H3
F1-H4
F1-H5
F1-H6
F1-H7
F1-H8
F1-H9
MCAR

Losing Portfolio (P2)
AR
-0.089
-0.144
-0.172
-0.150
-0.135
-0.142
-0.148
-0.138
-0.133
-0.138
LOSING PORTFOLIO

CAR
-0.089
-0.144
-0.316
-0.465
-0.600
-0.742
-0.890
-1.028
-1.161
-1.299
-0.144

Result: MCAR (WINNING PORTFOLIO) >MCAR (LOSING PORTFOLIO)
CONCLUSION

different result. To go a deep further a comparison can be
made between the applicability of the twin strategies of
momentum and contrarian on Indian Markets with varying
durations (one day, one month, one week, one quarter, one
year etc) and different time periods (one year, five years, ten
years and so on ) Further book value and turnover of
Companies/Stocks can be incorporated in these strategies to
make the research more elaborate (ii) Also Formation need
not be fixed at F-1 but can change after all the Holding
Cycles that have been clubbed with F-1 have exhausted. In
this case one can move a step ahead for Formation. (iii) The
sample can be extended to other countries especially the
emerging economies which are close to Indian Economy,
this would help us in arriving at a broader conclusion about
the existence of these strategies. (iv) The momentum
strategy and its impact need not be restricted to stocks, it
can be extended to industries whereby above average
performance by an industry and below average performance
by another is continued or can be momentum achieved
through earnings announcement, whether the momentum
continues post announcement

The study focused on identifying existence of contrarian or
momentum in Indian Markets (BSE Sensex) for the period
2005-2015. To test this hypothesis the study has used
Formation-Holding Methodology 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 16,1-7,1-8 &1-9 by constructing five equal sized quintile
portfolios from 25 BSE Sensex stocks (similar to J x K
Methodology by. Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) but with
some modifications). The average portfolio returns of the
winning portfolio is compared with losing portfolio by
applying ‘Difference of the Means test’ to know whether the
difference is significant. Further Mean Cumulative Average
returns test has been applied to find out which strategy
exists in Indian Markets. The results of our study shows that
Momentum strategy works in Indian Markets as MCAR
(Winner) >MCAR (Loser) even for a longer ten year period,
thus reflecting anomaly in stock returns. It also shows
continuation of returns.
SCOPE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The findings of the study point out that momentum strategy
works in the Indian Markets when the period of study is ten
years (considered long period). In view of these findings
from the present study, there is always some scope of
further research in this area, some of which areas we want
to highlight (i) The F-H Strategy may be changed to make it
monthly return on stocks. Further there is some evidence
which shows that momentum strategy works mainly in short
to medium term (say 1 month to 12 months). It would not
be surprising if by reducing the duration from one year to a
lower period say one month or even daily return one gets a
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Influence of Human Resource Management Practices on Organizational
Commitment of Employees in Private Sector Banks in Chennai City
* Dr. R. Ganapathi

Abstract
Human resource management practices have remarkable relevance to banking sector in general and private sector banks in particular. The
competency improvement, fair compensation, recognition and information sharing are the Human Resource Management (HRM) practices in
private sector banks and there is a significant difference between socio-economic profile of employees and human resource management practices in
private sector banks. The fair compensation, recognition, competency improvement and information sharing are significantly and positively
influencing organizational commitment of employees in private sector banks. The private sector banks must provide better pay and benefits to their
employees and they should recognize and appreciate their employees for their good work and achievements. The private sector banks should provide
opportunities for development of skills and knowledge through training and development programmes and they should communicate properly and
effectively to employees about various banking activities.
Keywords: Human Resource Management (HRM) Practices, Organizational Commitment, Private Sector Banks.

INTRODUCTION

I

n highly competitive business atmosphere, organizations
are facing many challenges, but an acquisition and
optimum utilization of human resources is the major
challenge for them. In any organization, Human resource
management practices spotlights on management and
optimal utilization of their valuable human resources
efficiently for achieving maximum benefits. Human resource
management practices are the management of people within
the internal environment of organizations, includes the
policies, practices and activities involved in planning,
obtaining, utilizing, developing, evaluating, maintaining and
keeping the suitable numbers and skill mix of employees to
attain the objectives of organization (Appelbaum, 2001). At
present, organizations are competing with each other
through implementation of unique HRM practices for
accomplishing the goals of organizations.
Commitment is the connection between employees and
organization that employees are eager to contribute to the

growth and development of organization. It is important
that organization keeps its potential employees and makes
them committed. Consecutively to keep those best talented
and efficient employees, efficient human resource
management practices are necessary. This guides
relationships in long term with talented and pleased
employees (Stewart and Brown, 2011).
Human resource management practices have remarkable
relevance to private sector banks in particular. Human
resource is the most valuable input in the private sector
banks and service quality, productivity, efficiency and
profitability of private sector banks are greatly depending on
the efficient employees and their commitment towards
private sector banks. Therefore, the present study is made to
study influence of human resource management practices
on organizational commitment of employees in private
sector banks in Chennai city.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Pare and Tremblay (2007) found that recognition had

* Assistant Professor, Directorate of Distance Education, Alagappa University, Karaikudi, Tamil Nadu State.

positive relationship with affective commitment of the
employees. Baptiste (2008) concluded that HRM practices
were evaluated in terms of information sharing, competence
development fair rewards and recognition, revealed that
competence development and fair rewards had impact on
organizational commitment and others didn't have any
impact on organizational commitment of employees.
Zaitouni et al (2011) revealed that fair rewards, information
sharing and competence development has significant and
positive relation with affective commitment of bank
employees.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Chennai, a metropolitan city in India has been chosen
for the present study. The 300 employees of private sector
banks are chosen by using random sampling method. To
know the socio-economic profile of employees of private
sector banks, the percentage analysis are worked out. To
identify Human Resource Management (HRM) practices in
private sector banks, an exploratory factor analysis is carried
out. To study the difference between socio-economic profile
of employees and human resource management practices in
private sector banks, the ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) is
done. To study the influence of human resource
management practices on organizational commitment of
employees in private sector banks, the regression analysis is
used.

Mohyin et al (2012) concluded that the proper human
resources management had vital role in the growth of
commitment of employee that supported in reaching
organizational goals. Lamba and Choudhary (2013) found
that HRM practices had impact on organizational
commitment significantly and which was related to retention
of skilled employees. Janjua and Gulzar (2014) showed that
human resource practices had positive and significant impact
on commitment of the employees and employee retention.
Mangaleswaran and Srinivasan (2015) concluded that the
HRM practices influenced the employees' commitment
towards organization in Sri Lankan public sector banks.

RESULTS
1.

Socio-economic Profile of Employees of Private
Sector Banks

The socio-economic profile of employees of private sector
banks is shown in Table-1.

Table 1 : Socio-Economic Profile of Employees
Socio-Economic Profile

Number of Employees

Percentage

Male

137

45.67

Female

163

54.33

21 - 30 years

93

31.00

31 - 40 years

127

42.33

41 - 50 years

54

18.00

More than 50 years

26

8.67

Higher Secondary

21

7.00

Diploma

76

25.33

Under Graduation

119

39.67

Post Graduation

84

28.00

Gender

Age Group

Educational Qualification

Designation
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Clerk

196

65.33

Officer

74

24.67

Manager

30

10.00

Less than Rs.20,000

39

13.00

Rs.20,001 – Rs.30,000

89

29.67

Rs.30,001 – Rs.40,000

114

38.00

Rs.40,001 – Rs.50,000

41

13.67

More than Rs.50,000

17

5.66

Monthly Income

The results show that 54.33 per cent of employees of
private sector banks are females and the remaining of 45.67
per cent of employees of private sector banks are males and
it is apparent that 42.33 per cent of employees are in the age
group of 31 - 40 years followed by 21 - 30 years (31.00 per
cent), 41 - 50 years (18.00 per cent) and more than 50 years
(8.67 per cent). It reveals that 39.67 per cent of employees
of private sector banks have educational qualification of
under graduation followed by post graduation (28.00 per
cent), diploma (25.33 per cent) and higher secondary (7.00
per cent) and it is evident that 65.33 per cent of employees
are clerks followed by officers (24.67 per cent) and managers
(10.00 per cent). The results imply that 38.00 per cent of
employees have monthly income of Rs.30,001 Rs.40,000
followed by Rs.20,001 Rs.30,000 (29.67 per cent), Rs.40,001
Rs.50,000 (13.67 per cent), less than Rs.20,000 (13.00 per

cent) and more than Rs.50,000 (5.66 per cent).
2.

Identification of Human Resource Management
(HRM) Practices in Private Sector Banks

To identify Human Resource Management (HRM) practices
in private sector banks, the exploratory factor analysis is
done and the results are shown in Table-2. The KaiserMeyer-Olkin (KMO test) measure of sampling adequacy
(KMO = 0.862) and Bartlett's test of Sphericity (Chi-square
value = 0.0019; Significance = 0.000) reveals that the
method of factor analysis is suitable. Four factors are
derived, account to 75.36 per cent of variations on 18
variables. Each factors contributes to 25.19 per cent, 19.80
per cent, 16.72 per cent and 13.65 per cent respectively.

Table 2 : Identification of Human Resource Management (HRM) Practices in Private Sector Banks

Factor

I

II

Item
Employees can improve their skills to enhance their
opportunity for promotion
Employees can use new techniques in work
Employees can rotate jobs to develop their skills
Bank managers supports employees to use new methods
in their day to day operations
Professional development programmes are provided to
employees
Bank management encourages employees to pursue
proficiency courses
My salary is fair and better as compare to other banks in
the same job position
I feel my salary is fair internally
The hike in pay and incentives for me is based on my
performance
My pay and benefits reveal
sufficiently my role and
responsibility
Manager allots wok load fairly among employees

Factor

Item

Rotated Factor
Loadings

Eigen Value

% of Variation

Cronbach's
Alpha

2.74

25.19

0.82

Factor Name

0.68
0.66
0.69
0.70

Competency
Improvement

0.64
0.73
0.63
0.70
0.62

1.97

19.80

0.85

Fair Compensation

Eigen Value

% of Variation

Cronbach's
Alpha

Factor Name

0.64
0.71
Rotated Factor
Loadings
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III

IV

Managers recognize employees’ efforts in tangible manner
Employees receive written recognition from their manager
If employees do good quality work, their colleagues
regularly show them their appreciation
Employees’ options are sincerely taken
Employees are regularly informed about their performance
Employees are regularly informed of future bank activities
Employees are informed regularly about technological
orientations
Cumulative % of Variation

0.75
0.69
0.72
0.64
0.72
0.69

1.21

16.72

0.83

1.03

13.65

0.87

Recognition

Information
Sharing

0.71
-

-

75.36

-

-

Method of Extraction: Principal Component Analysis.
Method of Rotation: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
Rotation converges in 11 iterations.

quality work, their colleagues regularly show them their
appreciation and employees' options are sincerely taken. So,
this factor is named as Recognition.

Factor-I includes employees can improve their skills to
enhance their opportunity for promotion, employees can use
new techniques in work, employees can rotate jobs to
develop their skills, bank managers supports employees to
use new methods in their day to day operations, professional
development programmes are provided to employees and
bank management encourages employees to pursue
proficiency courses. Therefore, this factor is named as
Competency Improvement.

Factor-IV comprises of employees are regularly informed
about their performance, employees are regularly informed
of future bank activities and employees are informed
regularly about technological orientations. Hence, this factor
is named as Information Sharing.
The Cronbach's Alpha value shows that the different items
in four factors exhibit acceptable level of internal
consistency. From the above results, it is evident that
competency improvement, fair compensation, recognition
and information sharing are the Human Resource
Management (HRM) practices in private sector banks.

Factor-II consists of my salary is fair and better as compare
to other banks in the same job position, I feel my salary is
fair internally, the hike in pay and incentives for me is based
on my performance, my pay and benefits reveal sufficiently
my role and responsibility and manager allots wok load fairly
among employees. Thus, this factor is named as Fair
Compensation.

3.

Socio-economic Profile of Employees and Human
Resource Management Practices in Private Sector
Banks

To study the difference between socio-economic profile of
employees and human resource management practices in
private sector banks, the ANOVA test is done and the
results are shown in Table-3.

Factor-III encompasses of managers recognize employees'
efforts in tangible manner, employees receive written
recognition from their manager, if employees do good

Table 3 : Difference between Socio-Economic Profile of Employees and Human Resource Management Practices in
Private Sector Banks.
Particulars

F -Value

Sig.

Gender and Human Resource Management Practices

21.782**

.000

Age Group and Human Resource Management Practices

9.506**

.000

Educational Qualification and Human Resource Management Practices

11.148**

.000

Designation and Human Resource Management Practices

19.094**

.000

Monthly Income and Human Resource Management Practices

13.270**

.000

** Significance at one per cent level
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The F-values are statistically significant at one per cent level
revealing that there is significant difference between socioeconomic profile of employees and human resource
management practices in private sector banks. Therefore, the
null hypothesis that there is no significant difference
between socio-economic profile of employees and human
resource management practices in private sector banks is
rejected.
4.

To analyze the influence of human resource management
practices on organizational commitment of employees in
private sector banks, the multiple regression analysis is used
and the results are presented in Table-4.
The adjusted R2 is 0.64 showing that the regression model is
good fit. It discloses that about 64.00 per cent of the
variation in Organizational Commitment is contributed by
Human Resource Management Practices. The F-value of
27.582 is significant at one per cent level revealing that the
model is significant.

Influence of Human Resource Management
Practices on Organizational Commitment of
Employees in Private Sector Banks

Table 4 : Influence of Human Resource Management Practices on Organizational Commitment of Employees in
Private Sector Banks

Organizational Factors

Regression Co-efficients

t-Value

Sig.

1.1326 **

13.482

.000

Competency Improvement (X1)

.391 **

9.090

.000

Fair Compensation (X2)

.458 **

10.926

.000

Recognition (X3)

.416 **

9.985

.000

Information Sharing (X4)

.314 **

8.672

.000

R2

0.66

-

-

Adjusted R 2

0.64

-

-

F

27.582

-

.000

Intercept

** Significance at one per cent level
The results reveal that fair compensation, recognition,
competency improvement and information sharing are
significantly and positively influencing organizational
commitment of employees in private sector banks at one
per cent level. Hence, the null hypothesis that there is no
significant influence of human resource management
practices on organizational commitment of employees in
private sector banks is rejected.

Human Resource Management (HRM) practices in private
sector banks. This is confirmed by the findings of Baptiste
(2008) as states that HRM practices are appraised in terms
of information sharing, competence development, fair
rewards and recognition. Further, results show that fair
compensation, recognition, competency improvement and
information sharing are significantly and positively
influencing organizational commitment of employees in
private sector banks. This is on par with the findings of Pare
and Tremblay (2007) as recognition had positive relationship
with affective commitment of the employees and Zaitouni
et al (2011) as fair rewards, information sharing and
competence development hae significant and positive

DISCUSSION
This study identifies competency improvement, fair
compensation, recognition and information sharing are the
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relation with affective commitment of bank employees. And
Lamba and Choudhary (2013) and Mangaleswaran and
Srinivasan (2015) support the outcome of this study as they
conclude that HRM practices have significant impact on
organizational commitment.

4)

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Most of the employees of private sector banks are females
and majority of them are in the age group of 31 - 40 years.
Most of the employees of private sector banks are under
graduates and majority of them are clerks and majority of
them have the monthly income of Rs.30,001 Rs.40,000.

5)

6)
The competency improvement, fair compensation,
recognition and information sharing are the Human
Resource Management (HRM) practices in private sector
banks and there is a significant difference between socioeconomic profile of employees and human resource
management practices in private sector banks. The fair
compensation, recognition, competency improvement and
information sharing are significantly and positively
influencing organizational commitment of employees in
private sector banks.

7)

8)

The private sector banks must provide better pay and
benefits to their employees and they should recognize and
appreciate their employees for their good work and
achievements. The private sector banks should provide
opportunities for development of skills and knowledge
through training and development programmes and they
should communicate properly and effectively to employees
about various banking activities. In addition, the private
sector banks should ensure job security and pension benefits
to increase commitment of their employees.

9)
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Impact of Perceived value of Malls on Shoppers' Satisfaction:
A Case of Mall Shoppers of NCR of India
* Dr. Suyash Mishra
** Mr. Rishi Kant

Abstract
Mall is a modern shopping centre which attracts and engages the shoppers because of their comprehensive nature of shopping, leisure and
entertainment. It is always crucial to analyse the meaning of 'shopper satisfaction' because this is the reason of visiting a particular mall. The
purpose of the current study is to identify the various dimensions of perceived value of malls which influence the mall shoppers for shopping and to
investigate the impact of the extracted dimensions of perceived value of malls on shoppers' satisfaction. Exploratory factor analysis and stepwise
regression analysis techniques are used to analyse the data. Findings of the study revealed fours factors (hedonic value, utilitarian value, self
gratification value and social-interaction value) to understand the perceived value of malls, whereas study further investigated that a remarkable
percentage of change in shoppers' satisfaction is explained by hedonic, utilitarian and self gratification shopping values. This research work also
suggests various effective strategies to the developers/managers of shopping malls for the better shoppers' satisfaction.
Keywords: Mall, shopping, perceived value, shoppers' satisfaction.

INTRODUCTION

T

he retail market of India is expected to nearly double
to US$ 1 trillion by 2020 and it was US$ 600 billion in
2015. India's retail market is driven by income growth,
urbanisation & attitudinal shifts. Overall, retail market is
expected to get the growth at 12% per annum. Business to
Business (B2B) e-commerce market of India is expected to
attain US$ 700 billion by 2020. On the other hand, Business
to Consumer (B2C) e-commerce market is anticipated to
attain US$ 102 billion by 2020. According to the records of
Department of Industrial Policies and Promotion (DIPP),
the Indian retail trading has received US$ 537.61 million
FDI equity inflows during April 2000March 2016 which is a
stunning achievement of the sector. Recently, many foreign
players have invested in India's retail market with the rising
demand of the customer goods. India is the fifth largest
chosen destination of retail and Indian retail market is
among the highest in case of per capita retail store
availability in world. An exponential growth has been
achieved by India's retail sector and this growth has been
achieved not just in major cities but in Tier-II and Tier-III
cities too. There are various factors for the driving growth

of the organised retail market in India like healthy economic
growth, increasing disposable incomes, changing
demographic profile, changing consumer tastes and
urbanisation (IBEF, 2016). Mall is a modern shopping centre
which attracts and engages the shoppers because of their
comprehensive nature of shopping, leisure and
entertainment. It is always crucial to analyse the meaning of
'shopper satisfaction' because this is the reason of visiting a
particular mall. Understanding mall attractiveness factors
would definitely support in attracting the new shoppers and
retaining existing ones and it is also important for
maintaining the profitability and creating & developing
suitable strategies for Indian malls. Customer-perceived
value has been a trade-off for what customer receives
(quality) for what he/she pays (price). It is impractical to
understand the value dimension on the basis of trade-off
for the quality and price. There are several other dimensions
in addition to the quality and price which would increase the
importance of the perceived value of the customer
(Sweeney & Soutar, 2001). The nature of value shows that it
is experienced by the “Complete shopping experience”
instead of product acquisition (Babin et al., 1994). Perceived
value in special reference to mall has been investigated less
than perceived value in a special reference to product and

* Assistant Professor, Deptt. of Retail & Logistics Management, DDU Kaushal Centre, Central University of Haryana, Mahendergarh
** Ph.D. Research Scholar (J.R.F.-U.G.C.), Department of Marketing and Supply Chain Management, School of Business and Management Studies,
Central University of Himachal Pradesh, Dharamshala

stores, however understanding the customer perceived value
in case of Indian malls has received almost nil attention by
the different researchers. There are various studies which
focused on utilitarian value and hedonic value (Stoel et al.,
2004; Jackson et al., 2011), whereas these studies did not
highlight the importance of other factors to analyse the
complete experience of shoppers and customer satisfaction
as a whole. Hence, the present study try to identify the other
dimensions of perceived value of mall too which may
influence the mall shoppers for shopping and this study also
aims to recognise the impact of the extracted dimensions of
perceived value of malls on shoppers' satisfaction.

that customer satisfaction mediates the relationship between
customer perceived value of malls and customer loyalty to
malls too.
Tandon et al. (2016) studied the dimensions of mall
attractiveness for Indian shoppers from the Metro cities of
India and also investigated the impact of these extracted
dimensions on shoppers' mall experience. A shopper
intercept survey technique was used in the study. Results
were analysed using exploratory factor analysis and stepwise
regression. Findings of the study explored that facilities
management, atmospherics, entertainment and tenant
management are the important factors which attract
shoppers to malls. On the other hand, tenant management,
atmospherics and facilities management also came out as
significant predictors of mall shopping experience.

OBJECTIVES
The present study has the following objectives to bridge the
existing gaps in the available literature related to perceived
value of mall in special reference to Mall Shoppers of NCR
of India:
1.
2.

El-Adly and Eid (2015) identified the various dimensions
of a shopper experience at the mall level and this paper
analyzed the perceived value constructs of customer for
shopping malls and developed various items to measure
these constructs. The researchers tested the constructs with
a multidimensional procedure and findings of the study
explored eight dimensions of customer- perceived value,
which are; hedonic value, utilitarian value, time convenience
value, social interaction value, self-gratification value,
transaction value, spatial convenience value and epistemic
value. This study encourages the managers and mall
developers for developing various mall attributes and
environment.

To identify the dimensions of perceived value of malls
which influence the mall shoppers for shopping.
To investigate the impact of the extracted dimensions
of perceived value of malls on shoppers' satisfaction
and suggest the effective strategies to the developers &
managers of shopping malls for the better shoppers'
satisfaction.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Researchers identified the different dimensions which affect
the shoppers' satisfaction in special reference to mall studies
and found different results which helps in understanding the
nature of the mall shoppers' in different region. However,
there are very limited studies to understand the impact of
perceived value of malls on shoppers' satisfaction.

Hui et al. (2013) recognized facilities management service
dimensions which influence customer satisfaction in case of
shopping mall and for this purpose, researchers conducted a
five-year longitudinal customer satisfaction survey in five
selected shopping malls of Hong Kong. Researchers used
stepwise multiple regression method to understand the
relationship between overall customer satisfaction and nine
dimensions of facilities management service for each year
and compared results of regression of five years to
understand the crucial dimensions. Findings of the study
explored that management & maintenance of communal
facilities is the most important factor to influence the overall
customer satisfaction. The situation of washroom is found
to be another important factor for customer satisfaction.
Communication efficiency & efficacious promotion events
are also recorded as important dimensions for maintaining
customer satisfaction.

El-Adly and Eid (2016) investigated the relationships
between customer perceived value, the shopping
environment, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty
through structural equation modelling (SEM) in special
reference to malls. Results of the study explored that the
mall environment is a sign of the customer perceived value
of malls & customer satisfaction and customer perceived
value of malls has a significant & positive impact on
customer satisfaction & customer loyalty to malls. Customer
perceived value of malls and customer satisfaction mediates
the relationship between customer loyalty and mall
environment as well. It was also found by the researchers
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Singh and Sahay (2012) has conducted a research study on
the set of twenty two mall attributes to investigate the
composition of “shopping experience” for shoppers in the
area of Delhi/ NCR in India and the study suggested that
Indian shoppers visualise shopping experience on the basis
of five dimensions which are; ambience, physical
infrastructure, marketing focus, convenience, and safety &
security. Researchers suggested mall developers that they
should focus on improving convenience & creating
ambience instead of irrelevant expenditure on adding to
physical infrastructure which is not good to yield matching
dividends. This paper investigated the expectations of mall
shoppers and added significant research work to understand
the Indian Mall shoppers.

business.
HYPOTHESES
Hypotheses of the current study are as follows:
H1: Hedonic Value has a significant impact on Mall
Shoppers' Satisfaction.
H2: Utilitarian Value has a significant impact on Mall
Shoppers' Satisfaction.
H3: Self Gratification Value has a significant impact on Mall
Shoppers' Satisfaction.
H4: Social Interaction Value has a significant impact on Mall
Shoppers' Satisfaction.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Khare (2011) conducted a research work in the small cities
of India to understand the mall shopping behaviour of mall
shoppers due to the rapid development of retailing in the
smaller cities of India which has led to the growth of malls
in smaller cities too. This research work basically focused in
identifying the differences across age and gender groups.
ANOVA test was used for the analyses. Findings of the
study explored that shoppers' gender & age play a significant
role in understanding their attitude towards shopping in
malls. It was also determined that influence of mall
attributes (services, variety of stores, decor, layout, and
entertainment facilities) must be understood while designing
malls in smaller cities because these mall attributes have an
impact on shoppers' buying behaviour.

The primary data was collected with the help of a wellstructured questionnaire which consist twenty statements.
These statements were adopted from the study of El-Adly
& Eid (2015) because of its past success in understanding
of the perceived value of malls. The data was collected from
the four major cities of the NCR of India (New Delhi,
Noida, Ghaziabad, and Gurgaon). These cities were selected
because of the availability of a number of malls. Total eight
malls were selected from these four cities. Convenience
sampling method was used to collect the data. All statements
of the questionnaire were measured with a seven point
Likert's scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly
agree. This well structured questionnaire was distributed
among 500 respondents but only 432 questionnaires were
found filled and were considered for the final analysis
purpose. Respondents were asked to give the information
about the different the statements related to the perceived
value of the malls. Exploratory factor analysis method was
applied to extract the dimensions of perceived value of
malls which may influence the mall shoppers. Stepwise
regression analysis was used to investigate the impact of the
dimensions of the perceived value of malls on shoppers'
satisfaction. SPSS version 22 software was used to analyze
the data. Reliability of all the constructs was measured by
using Cronbach's alpha in the current study. The details of
the percentage of response rate of respondents based on
questionnaire are presented in table-I.

Kuruvilla and Joshi (2010) analyzed the mall shoppers of
eight cities to understand the importance of demographics,
psychographics, shopping orientation, purchase patterns and
mall shopping attitude on mall patronage in India. The
researchers developed a shoppers' typology for mall patrons
with the help of their research work and did not focus on
various factors affecting mall attractiveness or their
influence.
Venkateswarulu and Uniyal (2007) found that various
factors describe the appeal of malls for mall shoppers and
consequently affect their experience. The complete study
was conducted in Mumbai (India). Findings of the study
suggested that there are five major factors which influence
shoppers' experience which includes appeal & convenience,
ambience, amenities & atmospherics and personnel along
with parking & seating. Therefore, researchers suggested to
mall managers and developer to improve these five factors
for the better shoppers' experience and profitability of the
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Table 1 : Details of the percentage of response rate of respondents

City

No. of
Malls

New Delhi

2

Noida

2

Ghaziabad

2

Gurgaon

2

Name of Mall
1.

Select City walk

2.

V3S Mall

1.
2.

The Great India Palace
Spice World Mall

1.

Shipra Mall

2.

The Opulent Mall

1.

Ambiance Mall

2.

Sahara Mall

Total

8

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Response

Contacted

Returned

125

105

84

125

117

93.6

125

98

78.4

125

112

89.6

500

432

86.4

Rate

respectively. Status of education explores that respondents
are highly educated because 36.59 % (165 respondents) were
found to be graduate, while 43.46 % (196 respondents) were
found to be post-graduate. Income wise distribution of the
respondents explores that majority of respondents, i.e. 23.50
percent (106 respondents) earns monthly income of INR.
20,001-30,000 and majority of the respondents i.e. 52.99
percent (239 respondents) belong the occupation of
government/ private sector employee. Overall, it is observed
that majority of the respondents are female, graduate/postgraduate, single, in between the age group of 18-30, working
as government/ private sector employee and have monthly
household income in between INR. 20,001-30,000.

Demographic Profile of Respondents
Table-II exhibits the respondents' profile by considering
gender, age, education, marital status, occupation and
income (per month). Majority of the respondents (51.22%)
were found to be single in terms of marital status. 42.57
percent (192 respondents) male and 57.43 percent (259
respondents) female were the part of the study. 45.68
percent (206 respondents) respondents fall in the age-group
of 18-30, while 27.49%, 23.95 %, 2.88 % fall in the age
group of 31-40 years, 41-50 years and 51 & above

Table 2 : Demographic Profile of Respondents
Demographic Characteristics
Gender

Age (years)

Educational level

Marital status
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No. of Respondents
(N)
192
259
206
124
108
13
53
37
165
196
231
195
14
11

Categories
Male
Female
18-30
31-40
41-50
51 & above
Higher Secondary
Senior Secondary
Graduation
Post Graduation
Single
Married
Divorced
Widowed

18

Percentage
(%)
42.57
57.43
45.68
27.49
23.95
2.88
11.75
8.20
36.59
43.46
51.22
43.24
3.10
2.44

Occupation

Household Income (monthly)

Students
Government & Private Sector employee
Housewife
Businessman
Below INR 10,000
INR 10,001-20,000
INR 20,001-30,000
INR 30,001-40,000
INR 40,001-50,000
Above INR 50,000

Exploratory Factor Analysis

137
239
24
51
69
62
106
88
72
54

30.38
52.99
5.32
11.31
15.30
13.75
23.50
19.51
15.96
11.97

Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett's test are used. Measure of
sampling adequacy is found to be good (0.907) and justify
the applicability of factor analysis on the sample. The value
of Bartlett's test of sphericity (10443.405) is also found
significant (p<0.000) and suggesting the applicability of
factor analysis (Malhotra & Das, 2013).

In this portion of the study, exploratory factor analysis is
applied using principal component method with varimax
rotation. In order to find out the appropriateness of factor
analysis for the set of statements (variables), Kaiser-Meyer-

Table 3 : KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

.907

Approx. Chi-Square
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

10443.405

Df

190

Sig.

0.000

Commonly used varimax orthogonal method of rotation is
used which minimises the number of variables with high
loadings on a factor, thereby enhancing the interpretability
of the factors. The variables which showed communalities
greater than 0.50, were retained for the analysis. The factors
with Eigen values greater than one were considered for the

study. All the twenty variables were found to be suitable for
the study as the extraction rate of each variable is more than
0.5. Total four factors have been extracted and all twenty
variables together explain 86.66% of variance in data (tableIV).

Table 4 : Results of Exploratory Factor Analysis

Component
Items

I was easily able to find my way around the mall.
I could get what I wanted at that mall.
I feel a sense of joy to look at the merchandise in that mall.
It is fun to be in that mall.
Shopping trip to that mall truly felt as an escape from life
pressure.

SelfUtilitarian Value Hedonic Value Gratification
Value
.928
.909
.943
.938

Social
Interaction
Value

.860
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I often go to that mall together with friends, family to have fun
and make good memories.
Shopping trip to that mall helped me to release stress and to
relax.
I could find what I wanted at that mall.
This mall can satisfy all family members.
I feel excited about walking into that mall.
Every family member can find what he/she wants in that mall.
While shopping in that mall, I was able to forget my problems.
I prefer shopping in that mall because it has a variety of activities
to satisfy everyone in the family.
Compared to other things I could have done, the time spent in
that mall was truly enjoyable.
I often go to that mall with friends, family and spend time
together, not necessarily buying anything but to have good time
interacting with each other.
I prefer shopping in that mall because it has a variety of stores
and products to satisfy everyone in the family.
I continued to shop at that mall, not because I had to, but
because I wanted to.
For me, doing shopping in that mall is a way to do something
different from my daily routine.
I feel happy going to that mall because of its environment.
I used to go to malls to socialize with my friends or family.
Eigen Value
% of Variance
Cumulative %
Cronbach’s alpha

.954
.924
.936
.921
.931
.887
.901
.924
.918

.963

.931
.918
.911
.924
7.153
35.767
35.767
0.972

To check the reliability of all extracted factors, Cronbach's
alpha is applied and the value of all factor ranged from
0.923 to 0.973 which is acceptable and recommended the
cut-off of 0.700 (Hair et al., 2006). Thus, all twenty variables
are grouped under four factors which are explained as
follows:

3.123
15.616
73.404
0.923

.945
2.651
13.257
86.661
0.952

task related worth and therefore, shoppers perceived any
shopping experience from a work perspective as a mission
to complete for what they wish to purchase (Babin et al.,
1994).
Factor-2 is the second important factor which includes six
variables which are; shoppers' feel a sense of joy while
looking at the merchandise in the mall, they feel fun to be in
the mall and excite about walking into the mall, the time
spent in the mall was truly enjoyable for the shoppers,
shoppers continued to shop at that mall not because they
had to but because they wanted to and shoppers feel happy
in the mall due to its environment. This factor has an Eigen
value of 4.404 and explains 22.02% of variance. The
reliability test shows Cronbach's alpha value 0.973 which is
excellent enough to accept. The items that came together on
factor-2 recommend that this factor represents Hedonic
Value (HED). Shoppers in mall are influenced with the
variety of psychological needs which cannot be fulfilled only
by acquisition of products. The fun and playfulness of any

Factor-1 is the most important factor which includes seven
variables and explains 30.12% of variance. Eigen value of
this factor is 7.153 and Cronbach's alpha value is 0.972. This
factors includes the seven items which are; shoppers' were
easily able to find their way around the mall, availability of
the things as per their requirement at that mall, shoppers'
found what they wanted at that mall, the ability of the mall
to satisfy all family members, availability of the requirements
of every family member in the mall, variety of activities to
satisfy everyone in the family, availability of variety of stores
& products to satisfy everyone in the family. The items that
clustered on factor-1 suggests that this factor represents
Utilitarian Value (UTI). Utilitarian value is basically reflects
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4.404
22.021
57.788
0.973
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shopping experience show the hedonic value which
shoppers get during the shopping experience (Babin et al.,
1994). Malls provide hedonic and utilitarian values to their
shoppers and therefore, they visit mall frequently.
Factor-3 consists of four variables which are; shopping trip
was felt as an escape from life pressure to the shopper,
helped shoppers to release stress & to relax, shoppers were
able to forget their problems during shopping and shopping
was something from the daily routine for the shoppers. This
factor deals with sensuous pleasures which satisfy customers
own desires and giving themselves pleasure. The items
which explain this factor suggests that this factor is SelfGratification Value (SG). This factor has an Eigen value of
3.123 and explains 15.61% of variance. The Cronbach's
alpha value of this factor is 0.923. Shoppers who are
disturbed by any reason may select to refresh their mood by
choosing the option of shopping because pleasant emotions
can be personally gratifying and can improve the mood of a
shopper (Cai & Shannon, 2012). Malls provide full
opportunity of gratification shopping due to delightful
ambiance which can relive a shopper from stress.

anything but to have good time interacting with each other
and to socialize with their friends or family. This factor is
concerned with social experience outside the home which is
one of the most important motives for shopping and
explains 13.257% of variance with 2.651 Eigen value. The
Cronbach's alpha value of this factor is 0.952. This factor
holds three items on the same factor and explores that
factor-4 represents social interaction value (SI) which means
the positive gain in shopping experience through the
interaction with friends, sales people, family etc. (Davis &
Hodges, 2012). Therefore, four dimensions (Utilitarian
value, Hedonic Value, Self-gratification value and Social
Interaction value) of perceived value of malls are extracted
which influence the mall shoppers for shopping in NCR of
India.
Correlation analysis
Table- V represents the correlation analysis of the extracted
dimensions of shoppers' perceived shopping values and
shoppers' satisfaction. The result of coefficient of
correlation displays that low to moderate correlations are
present between shoppers' satisfaction and the shoppers'
perceived shopping values except social interaction value
which are significant at 5% level.

Factor-4 holds three variables i.e. shoppers often go to the
mall together with friends, family to have fun & make good
memories, shoppers visit the mall for not necessarily buying

Table 5 : Correlations Analysis

UTI

HED

SG

SI

UTI

1

HED

.239 **

1

SG

.062

.164 **

1

SI

- .004

.060

- .035

1

SAT

.368 **

.450 **

.274 **

.024

SAT

1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Stepwise Regression Analysis

significant impact on shoppers' satisfaction with the mall.
However, social interaction shopping value is not significant
to affect the shoppers' satisfaction with the mall. Therefore,
the results support the hypotheses H1, H2 and H3, whereas,
rejects H4. Therefore, these are the three significant
predictors for shoppers' satisfaction.

The hypothesized relationships of shoppers' satisfaction
with perceived shopping values are tested with the stepwise
regression analysis and results are stated in table- VI. The
results show that hedonic shopping value, utilitarian
shopping value and self gratification shopping value have
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Table 6 : Stepwise Regression Analysis

Model 1
ß

B

.450

.324

Model 2
T

ß

B

.384

.276

.276

.200

Model 3
t

ß

B

t

9.060

.352

.253

8.432

6.519

.271

.197

6.575

.199

.151

4.900

Independent Variable(s)
10.439

HED
UTI
SG
R Square

0.202

0.274

0.313

Adjusted R Square

0.200

0.271

0.308

^ R Square

0.200

0.071

0.037

108.965
0.000**

80.986
0.000**

64.888
0.000**

F change
Sig

** Significant at the 0.01 level (2 -tailed).

Table 7 : ANOVAa

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

174.956

1

174.956

108.965

.000 b

Residual

690.414

430

1.606

Total

865.370

431

Regression

237.179

2

118.589

80.986

.000 c

Residual

628.191

429

1.464

Total

865.370

431

Regression

270.542

3

90.181

64.888

.000 d

Residual

594.828

428

1.390

Total

865.370

431

Model

1

2

3

a. Dependent Variable: SAT
b. Predictors: (Constant), HED
c. Predictors: (Constant), HED, UTI
d. Predictors: (Constant), HED, UTI, SG
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There are three models and all the models are found to be
significant as indicated by significant F-value of all the
models (table- VI & VII); therefore, ANOVA for the three
factors is significant; although, model-3 which consists
hedonic shopping value, utilitarian shopping value and self
gratification shopping value is observed as the best fitted
model. The R square value of model- 3 (table-VI) presents
that 31.3 percentage changes in shoppers' satisfaction is
explained by hedonic, utilitarian and self gratification
shopping values.

the people to visit the mall. Therefore, managers can create
more satisfaction among the shoppers by increasing the
sense of pleasure and entertainment.
However, El-Adly & Eid (2016) argues that the social
interaction is a potential shopping value to influence
shoppers' satisfaction with the mall, but the current study
observed this as an insignificant variable in case of mall
shopping in India. Many scholars like Davis and Hodges,
(2012); El-Adly & Eid (2016) emphasize that customers feel
more gain in shopping experience through interaction with
friends, family, salespeople, etc. Though, this factor is
proved insignificant in this study and justified that people
usually do not visit mall for interaction and therefore, this
factor do not provide value to their satisfaction.

Overall, the results of the current study discover three
shopping values which significantly influence shoppers'
satisfaction with the mall. This result supports the ﬁndings
of Carpenter & Fairhurst (2005), Jones et al. (2006) and ElAdly & Eid (2016). The first strongest predictor is hedonic
shopping value (β = 0.352, p<0.05). Similarly, hedonic value
has signiﬁcant positive inﬂuence on shoppers' satisfaction
and supports hypothesis H1. Shoppers find fun in mall (ElAdly & Eid, 2015) and also feel a sense of joy while
shopping in the mall because of the feeling of excitement
(Jones et al., 2006).

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF
THE STUDY
It is not easy for mall management to attract new customers
and retain existing ones with the increasing number of malls.
Focusing on the phenomenon, hedonic, utilitarian and self
gratification shopping values are the call for shoppers'
satisfaction. Managers of the malls can improve these values
by identifying the large variety of activities related to these
factors and can protect themselves from the cut-throat
competition of the market. The foremost important action
of mall developers/managers should be to expand the
opportunities of more enjoyment because customers find
excitement to visit mall. The present study highlights that
utilitarian shopping value has significant impact on
shoppers' satisfaction. Therefore, mall developers/managers
should increase the number of stores in a mall to satisfy
maximum number of family members in a single visit.
Shoppers who are disturbed by any reason may select to
refresh their mood by choosing the option of shopping
because pleasant emotions can improve the mood of a
shopper (Cai & Shannon, 2012). However, malls provide full
opportunity of gratification shopping due to delightful
ambiance which can relive a shopper from stress.
Nevertheless, mall developers/managers should plan more
creative ideas to expand this factor for the better mall
attractiveness. The results of the study do not accept the
significant effect of social interaction on shoppers'
satisfaction; this is because of the fact that shoppers are
more independent for their decisions nowadays. Due to
increasing use of internet/technology, customers of NCR
(India) have enough awareness of products/services and
offers of the shopping in mall. This finding suggests the

The study finds utilitarian shopping value as a second
significant variable to influence shoppers' satisfaction (β =
0.271, p<0.05). Similarly, the results support that utilitarian
value has signiﬁcant positive inﬂuence on shoppers'
satisfaction and supports hypothesis H2. Many studies have
supported the positive relationship between utilitarian value
and shoppers' satisfaction (El-Adly & Eid, 2016; Diep &
Sweeny, 2008; Jones et al., 2006; Carpenter & Fairhurst,
2005). Shoppers find easy way around the mall and
accomplish just what they want to on the shopping trip (ElAdly & Eid, 2015; Diep & Sweeny, 2008). Customers save
their time by completing the shopping quickly (Babin et al.,
1994). In fact, rarely they couldn't find what they really need
(Diep & Sweeny, 2008). Utilitarian shopping value is one of
the reasons for the success of malls. Managers & developers
of malls should provide better utilitarian value as per the
needs/wants and demographic profile of the shoppers.
Lastly, the self gratification shopping value which is
associated with the ways of reducing the pressure in life is
observed as the significant shopping value to affect
shoppers' satisfaction (β = 0.199, p<0.05). While shopping
in the mall, customers feel as an escape from life pressure,
they usually visit mall to release stress and to do different
from the daily routine. They forget their problems and feel
relax in malls (El-Adly & Eid, 2015). These impulses induce
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mall developers/management to spread more and more
awareness of products/services and offers among the
shoppers for shopping in the mall.
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Abstract
Summary: In the current scenario of dynamic consumer behavior, it has become important for the retailers to understand the purchasing
patterns of their customers and develop marketing strategies that develops customer loyalty. The introduction of electronic point-in sale increased
the use and application of transactional data in market basket analysis. The major aim of Market Basket Analysis is to identify relationships in
the form of association rules between groups of products, items or categories enabling the retailers manage their merchandise well and attract the
customers for frequent purchases.
Purpose: The purpose of the study is to determine the pattern and associations among the lifestyle products such as apparels, watches, wallets,
bags etc to better understand the buying behavior or pattern of the customers.
Research Design: Research design used for this study is correlational or Prospective Research Design. It attempts to explore relationships
among the commodities to make customer purchase predictions with the data of the year 2013-2014. The 109102 transaction data was
purchased from the ecommerce website and processed for analysis and pattern recognition of purchase of lifestyle products such as apparels,
watches, wallets, bags etc. Apriori algorithm and C5.0 algorithm is used to analyze the data. The customer profiling on the basis of top five
performing baskets in the four metropolitan cities Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai& Kolkata are taken as sample for studying the customer
demographics.
Findings: Market basket analysis helped the ecommerce website to specifically target their customer segments with propensity of making
frequent purchases.
Practical Implications: Retailers may use MBA to make advertising and promotions more predictable by understanding how buyers
respond to different offers and communications vehicles. Longitudinal use of MBA allows ecommerce websites to characterize the buying
behavior of customers over time.
Keywords: Market basket analysis, customer, product affinity, purchase patterns.

INTRODUCTION

M

arket Basket Analysis:

In the current scenario, analyzing shopping baskets has
become quite appealing to retailers. Advanced technology
made it possible for them to gather information on their
customers and their buying habits. The introduction of
electronic point-in sale increased the use and application of
transactional data in market basket analysis. In retail business
analyzing such information is highly useful for

understanding buying behavior. Mining purchasing patterns
allows retailers to adjust promotions, store settings and serve
their customers in a better way. Identifying buying rules is
crucial for every successful business. Transactional data is
always used to better understand the buying patterns of the
customers and adjust the promotion and advertising efforts
accordingly.
Market Basket Analysis (MBA) identifies links involving
items or connecting categories of items that have a
propensity to procure jointly (complements) or between

* Faculty, DIAS,
** Faculty, DIAS
*** Student, DIAS

items customers rarely purchase together (substitutes). The
main goal of MBA is to identify relationships that are
association rules between groups of products, items or
categories. Wal-Mart also found a statistically significant
relationship between the purchase of beer and nappies. As a
result of this finding, the supermarket chain is alleged to
have the nappies next to the beer, resulting in increased sales
of both.

3

IBM SPSS Modeler is an extensive predictive analytics
platform that is designed to bring predictive intelligence to
decisions made by individuals, groups, systems and the
enterprise. By providing a range of advanced algorithms and
techniques that include text analytics, entity analytics,
decision management and optimization, SPSS Modeler can
help the organisations to take the right decisionsfrom the
desktop or within operational system.

1.1 Strengths and weaknesses of Market Basket
Analysis

IBM SPSS MODELER COGNOS has been used in this
research. It has helped in running the Apriori and C5.0
algorithm to give the analytical solution of the business
problem.

One of the main advantages of market basket analysis is
that it is perfect for undirected data mining. The majority of
data mining techniques are not used for undirected data
mining, while market basket analysis can be easily applied to
analyze big data and provide the user with an appropriate
start. Another major advantage and strength of the analysis
is its operational simplicity. However, as the number of
items and transactions increases, the computations needed
to generate association rules grow very quickly and even
exponentially. A possible solution for this problem is to
reduce the number of items. This can be easily done by
generalizing the items. Also, these tools remain expensive,
time - consuming to deploy, and still require significant IT
and application expertise
2

Business Intelligence and SPSS Modeler

Market Basket analysis promises to be the next step in the
progression of ecommerce merchandising and promotion.
Ecommerce websites has big databases which became
challenging task in analyzing the data. The ecommerce
merchants prefer to outsource the work to Research and
Analytical companies to solve their data related problems
and provide them various insights from their data and help
them in gaining competitive edge in the industry. Annik
Technology Services is one such company that provides
Business Intelligence services. Annik customize its client
data into meaningful insights by creating dynamic
dashboards which represents the Big-Data into charts and
graphs. The current study is conducted under the assistance
of Annik Technology services.

Business Intelligence and Tableau.

Tableau Software is an American computer software
company headquartered in Seattle, Washington. It produces
a family of interactive data visualization products focused
on business intelligence. Tableau is a dynamic data
visualization tool which has been used in this study for
preparing market basket analysis dashboards in order to
produce dynamic insights from the transaction data set of
customers.

Objective of the study:
The objective of this study is to understand product
associations and buying pattern of the customers through
Market Basket Analysis
LITERATURE REVIEW

Organizations are storing a variety of unstructured data
from websites, infrastructure logs and sensors, and
ecommerce velocity gives less and less time to interpret and
act on information. It helps one to connect to one or more
than 45 databases and formats supported by Tableau also
publish web dashboards with live connections on corporate
portal, SharePoint or wiki so that data is automatically
refreshed. Mix-and-match multiple data sources from
different database types in the same web dashboard.
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Association Rule Mining

Association rule mining is to discover the associations and
relations among items of sets of large data. It is a data
mining technique which helps in finding affinity between
items in from a large set of transaction data. The identified
data forms the base for market basket analysis. Market
basket analysis helps in analyzing buying habits of customer
by focusing on the items they buy together and place them
in their baskets. The discovered associations help retailers in
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tailoring their promotion strategies and strategically plan
their inventor. An attempt is made to associate one product
with another so whenever one product is purchased, the
other is also purchased.
2

basket analysis started off with pairing products with each
other which grew into analyising the cross category effect of
prizing, the promotional effects and the bundling of
products and offering discounts. If a supermarket knows
that bread and butter tend to be purchased together, it can
avoid offering price discounts on both at the same time.
Almost all available literature have attempted to address the
what, and how part of Market Basket Analysis. Results
obtained reveal that retailers are using MBA to develop more
profitable advertising and promotions target that can attract
into the stores and increase the size and value of the basket
of purchases among other things

Market Basket Analysis

Market basket analysis is a technique that discovers
relationships between pairs of products purchased together.
It discovers interesting technique which can be used to find
cross-sells opportunities between related products. The idea
behind market basket analysis is simple. Simply examine the
orders for products that have been purchased together. For
example using market basket analysis we might uncover the
fact that customers tend to buy hot dogs and buns together.
Using this information the retailer might organize the store
so that hot dogs and buns are next to each other. Market

Method and Selected References

Table 2.1 provides an overview of existing literature and
methodology on market basket analysis.
2.1 TABLE OF RECORDS

Characteristics of the

Primary Task of the Analysis

Analysis
Market basket analysis Beauty Products

Exploratory

Mining association rules

Exploratory

Frequent Item set Mining

Exploratory

Estimate Potential Revenue Increases for a Small

(Velislava Gancheva ,Bruno Jacobs 2013 )
Market Basket Analysis for a Supermarket
(Loraine Charlet Annie M.C. and Ashok
Kumar D, 2012 )

Bogdan Hoanca, Kenrick Mock,(2011 )

University Bookstore
Larry Gordon, Partner The FactPoint Group.

Exploratory

(2008 )

Leading practices of Increasing market share by
market basket analysis

Finite Mixture Model (Rick L. Andrews ,

Exploratory

Identification of customer preference segments .

Exploratory

Estimate and predict cross -category effects .

Exploratory

Analysing purchase timing across categories .

Exploratory

Discovery of association rules

Exploratory

Represent relationships

Imran S. Currim, 2002 )
Multivariate Logistic Model (Gary J Russell,
Ann Petersen, 2000 )
Inter-category Choice Dynamics (Pradeep K.
Chintagunta and SudeepHaldar, 1998 )
Association Rules (Robert J. Hilderman,
Colin L. Carter, Howard J. Hamilton, and Nick
Cercone),

(Rakesh

Agrawal,

Sirkant

Ramakrishnan, 1996 )
Pairwise Associations (Julander, 1992 )
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

tj).
An association rule can be expressed in the form of X →Y,
where X and Y are two disjoint itemsets (do not have any
items in common).
X is an antecedent and Y is a consequent, in other words, X
implies Y.
The main concept of association rules is to examine all
possible rules between items and turn them into 'if-then'
statements. In this case the 'if' part is X or the antecedent,
while the 'then' part is Y or the consequent.
Antecedent → consequent [support, confidence]

Research design used for this study is correlational or
Prospective Research Design. It attempts to explore
relationships among the commodities to make customer
purchase predictions. The 109102 transaction data was
purchased from the ecommerce website for analysis and
pattern recognition of purchase of lifestyle products such as
apparels, watches, wallets, bags etc.
With the rise of social media providing an additional
platform for showing off or simply amplifying a stylized
version of today's consumer, the lifestyle products have got
a major role to play in any consumers life. It offers
consumers a way to reinforce or supplement their identity by
publicly associating themselves with it. So the current study
has specially considered lifestyle products as consumer tend
to purchase it more often with medium or high involvement.

The antecedent and consequent are often called rule body
and rule head accordingly. The generated association rule
relates the rule body with the rule head. There are several
important criteria of an association rule: the frequency of
occurrence, the importance of the relation and the reliability
of the rule. Association Rule Mining (ARM) is about two
basic parameters, support and confidence. They both
measure the strength of an association rule. Support of an
association rule is the percentage support of records that
contain X U Y to the total number of records in the
database. In this measure of strength, quantity is not taken
into account. The support count increases by one for each
time the item is encountered in a different transaction T
from the database D.
Support can be derived from the following formula:
Support (XY) = support count xy/total number of
transaction D
If the support of X and Y ( a set of items) is 10%, it means
that X and Y appear together in 10% of the transactions.

Apriori algorithm and C5.0 algorithm are being used to
analyze the data. The customer profiling on the basis of top
five performing baskets in the four metropolitan cities
Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata are taken as sample
for studying the customer demographics. The analysis has
been conducted on the data from the year 2013-14.
1.

APRIORI ALGORITHM

R. Agarwa and R. Srikan(1994) raised the algorithm of
Boolean association rule of mining frequent item sets. Using
data mining techniques on transactional data leads to the
generation of association rules and finds correlations
between products in the records. The main concept of
association rules is to examine all possible rules between
items and turn them into 'if-then' statements.

Confidence of an association rule is defined as the
percentage of the number of transactions that contain XUY
to the total number of records that contain X. In other
words, confidence is a measure of the strength of
association rules and is used to determine how frequently
items from itemset Y appear in transactions that contain
itemset X. Let's suppose a rule X →Y. Confidence
demonstrates how likely it is to find Y in a transaction that
contains X.

Definition
Let I = {i1,i2,i3,. . . , im}is the set of all items available at
the store.
By T = {t1,t2,t3, . . . , tn}defines the set of all transactions
in the store.
Each transaction ti = {i2,i4,i9}contains a subset of items
from the whole market basket dataset.
An itemset is every collection of zero or more items from
the transaction database.
The number of items that occur in a transaction is called a
transaction width.
Transaction tj contains an item set X if X is a subset of tj (X
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There is no association between X and Y if the importance
is 0. If the importance score is positive, this means that the
probability of Y increases when X is true. A negative
importance score says the opposite: the probability of Y
decreases when X is true.
It is also known as a Weight-of-Evidence (WOE). The
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importance is derived by the following

Lift can be derived from the following formula:
L(X→Y) = c(X→Y) / P(Y) = P (X,Y) / (P(X)P(Y))

Formula:
I (X→Y) = log ( P(X|Y) / P(Y| not X)

2.

Generated rules can be grouped into rules that have direct
and rules that have indirect relationships. If two rules, say
R1 and R2, share at least one item (no matter if it is in the
rule body or rule head), they belong to the same rule group
and they are directly related. Indirectly related rules are such
rules that do not contain the same item in both the rule
body and rule head.

C5.0 is a data mining technique that gives more accurate and
efficient result. The classification process under C5.0
generates fewer rules with low error rate in comparison to
other techniques. In this research work proposed system use
C5.0 classifier that performs feature selection and reduced
error pruning techniques.
The new algorithm C5.0 represents that how the rule sets
are generated with improved features.

The association rules problem can be easily defined as it
follows:

This research work focuses on high accuracy and high
prediction. The probability of event X occurring given that
event Y has occurred (P(X|Y)) is proportional to the
probability of event Y occurring given that event X has
occurred multiplied by the probability of event X occurring
((P(Y|X)P(X))..

Given a threshold S ( the minimum support) and a threshold
c ( the minimum confidence), the store intends to find all
rules in the form of X → Y, where X and Y are sets of
items, such that:
1.
2.

C5.0 AGORITHM

X and Y appear together in at least s% of the
transactions.
Y occurs in at least c% of the transactions, in which X
occurs. A given association rule is supported in the
database, if it meets both the minimum support and
minimum confidence criteria.

A rule-based classification technique used a collection of if
... then ... rules for classifying records. Rule-based classifier
extracts a set of rules that show the relationships between
the attributes of a dataset and the class label. Here the part
of a rule is known as the antecedent of rule. The then part
of the rule is consequent of rule. The Coverage of a rule is
the number of instances that satisfy the previous rule. The
Accuracy of a rule is the fragment of instances that satisfy
both the previous and consistent rule, normalized by those
satisfying the antecedent. Ideal rules should have both high
coverage and high accuracy rates.

Formula:
Confidence(X/Y) = support xy/ support y
Lift measures the importance of a rule. The lift value is
represented as the ratio of the confidence and the expected
confidence of a rule. The lift can take over values between
zero and infinity. In every association rule there is an
antecedent and a consequent, also called rule body and rule
head accordingly.

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The data analysis is divided into two parts. In the first part,
the data is analyzed through aprori algorithm and in the
second part the output of the first analysis is used as an
input to an algorithm C5.0 which classified the data in
accordance with the demographics variables of the buyers.
In the following table 1, the output of apriori algorithm is
shown which has interpreted the 109102 transaction data
purchased from the ecommerce website into antecedents
and consequents with respect to support, confidence and
lift.

Rule body [item1] + [item2] → Rule head [item1 & item 2]
If the value of the lift is greater than 1, this means that both
the rule body and the rule head appear more often together
than expected. The occurrence of the rule body positively
affects the occurrence of the rule head. The other way
around, if the lift value is lower than 1, this means that both
the rule body and rule head appear less often together than
expected and the occurrence of the rule body negatively
affects the occurrence of the rule head. However, if the lift
value is near 1, the rule body and rule head appear together
as often as expected. (Lift in an association rule)
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Table 1 : Top 25 Baskets with Antecedents and Consequents

Antecedent

Consequent

Support %

Confidence %

Lift

1

Winter Wear and Trousers Jeans

T-Shirts Shirts

9.00

82.78

2.04

2

Wallets Bags and Trousers Jeans

T-ShirtsShirts

7.57

81.89

2.01

3

Wallets Bags and Winter Wear

T-Shirts Shirts

7.33

81.30

2.00

4

Watches and Trousers Jeans

T-Shirts Shirts

7.75

76.15

1.87

5

Slippers Sandals

T-Shirts Shirts

9.48

76.15

1.73

6

Wallets Bags and Winter Wear

Trousers Jeans

7.33

65.04

2.72

7

Sports Shoes

T-Shirts Shirts

12.69

64.79

1.59

8

Sports Shoes and T-shirts Shirts

Trousers Jeans

8.22

63.77

2.67

9

Ethnic Wear

T-Shirts Shirts

12.63

63.68

1.57

10

Wallets Bags

T-Shirts Shirts

17.52

63.27

1.56

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Wallets Bags and Trousers Jeans
Formal Shoes
Winter Wear
Formal Shoes and T-Shirts Shirts
Kurtas Kurtis Suits and Tops Tees Shirts
Ethnic Wear and T-Shirts Shirts
Winter Wear and T-Shirts Shirts
Ethnic Wear and T-Shirts Shirts
Winter Wear and T-Shirts Shirts
Ethnic Wear and T-Shirts Shirts
Watches
Trousers Jeans
Winter Wear and Trousers Jeans and T-Shirts
Shirts
Wallets Bags and T-Shirts Shirts
Watches and Trousers Jeans

Winter Wear
T-Shirts Shirts
T-Shirts Shirts
Trousers Jeans
Trousers Jeans
T-Shirts Shirts
Trousers Jeans
Trousers Jeans
T-Shirts Shirts
T-Shirts Shirts
Wallets Bags
Trousers Jeans
Winter Wear

7.57
11.98
19.96
7.45
9.00
8.05
12.34
8.05
20.38
23.90
7.45
11.08
7.75

62.99
62.19
61.79
61.60
60.93
60.74
60.39
59.26
58.48
58.10
57.60
55.91
54.62

3.16
1.53
1.52
2.58
1.50
3.04
2.53
2.48
1.44
1.43
3.29
2.34
2.74

Winter Wear
Winter Wear

11.08
13.89

53.76
53.65

2.69
2.69

20
21
22
23
24
25

The output is again used as an input to an algorithm C5.0
which classified the data in accordance with the
demographics variables of the buyers. The algorithm helped
in determining the characteristics of the customers buying
the products. The data from the above table has been
interpreted into different insights. For explaining the
relationship between the products and the various benefits
derived from them, top five performing baskets are taken in
descending order on the basis of their lifts. The various
insights are explained in the subsequent sections.
IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS
ALGORITHM AND C5.0
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1

Associations between Products

The Apriori algorithm helps in providing the associations
between the product categories and highlights the
relationship between two or more item based on their lifts.
This implies that products linking with each other have an
association between them, which can be exploited for the
purpose of product bundling and giving price discounts.
The network graph (snapshot 1.1) shows the pictorial
representation of the tabular data highlighting the
antecedents and consequents. It shows the product
categories that are linked with each other on the basis of
their lift. Higher the lift, thicker is the line adjoining them.

APIORI

30

Snapshot 1.1 Selecting Product Category

The associations can be direct as well as indirect between the product subcategories. The main category of the product may not
be related but product subcategories may have the association directly or indirectly (snapshot 1.2).
Snapshot 1.2 Selecting Product subcategory
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This can also serve as the basis to judge the purchasing
pattern of sub categories of product by the customers.
2

of all the five baskets in the Tier-A-1 cities (Chennai,
Mumbai, Kolkata and Delhi) it's found that Basket 1 has
25,493 buyers in the four metropolitan cities. It has the
highest number of buyers in Chennai (12,256) followed by
New Delhi (7,667), Mumbai (4,661) and Kolkata (909).
Basket 2 has 23,876 buyers in the four metropolitan cities.It
has the highest number of buyers in Chennai (11,752)
followed by New Delhi (7,232), Mumbai (4,163) and Kolkata
(729).Basket 3 has 22,583 buyers in the four metropolitan
cities. It has the highest number of buyers in Chennai
(11,274) followed by New Delhi (6,839), Mumbai (3804) and
Kolkata (666). Basket 4 has 22,617 buyers in the four
metropolitan cities. It has the highest number of buyers in
Chennai (12,028) followed by New Delhi (5,451), Mumbai
(4,389) and Kolkata (749).Basket 5109,107 buyers in the four
metropolitan cities. It has the highest number of buyers in
Chennai (9,322) followed by New Delhi (5,801), Mumbai
(3,392) and Kolkata (592).It can be concluded that Chennai
has the highest customer base of all the four baskets and
Kolkata has the smallest. The total male buyers are 95,307
and female are 20,701 in the metropolitan. The married
buyers are 47999 and unmarried 56,770 in the metropolitan.

Customer Profiling

The customer profiling is a way to create a portrait of the
customers to help the business to make design decisions
concerning their service. The customers are divided into
groups on the basis of similar goals and characteristics and
each group is given a representative with a photo, a name,
and a description. A small group of customer profiles or
'personas' are then used to make key design decisions with,
e.g. “which of these products will help middle aged man's
searching easier.” Further the clustering technique can be
used to help the client in finding the different segments of
the customer and their buying behavior on the basis of their
demographic details. This helps the retailer in reducing its
selling cost and time.
In this insight the client can view the demographics of its
buyers, buying its five best performing baskets on the basis
of state, city, gender, and marital status. The client can
customize its segmenting, targeting and positioning
strategies accordingly. This is one of the most important
insights which can be extracted from the market basket
analysis. Customer profiling helps in sending customized
mails and recommendations in accordance with the buying
behavior of the customer and the firm's sales strategies.

From the above inferences it can be concluded that Basket 1
is the highest performing basket among all the baskets in
these four states followed by Basket 2, Basket 4, Basket 3 and
finally Basket 5. Also the male buyer has outnumbered the
female buyers in these four states. The Single buyers are
buying more from this online retail store when compared
with the married buyers.

For instance in the current research (Snapshot 2), the sales

Snapshot 2: CUSTOMER PROFILING
BASKET 1 : T-shirts & shirts, Trousers & Jeans, Winter Wear
City
New Delhi

Marital Status
Married
Single

Mumbai

Married
Single

Kolkata

Married
Single

Chennai

Married
Single
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Gender
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

901
2,908
578
3,280
361
1,777
225
2,098
108
358
94
349
1,329
5,170
697
5,060

BASKET 2 : Wallets Bags and Trousers Jeans, Tshirts Shirts

City
New Delhi

Marital Status
Married
Single

Mumbai

Married
Single

Kolkata

Married
Single

Chennai

Married
Single

Gender
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

671
2,860
413
3,288
303
1,648
223
1,989
93
363
35
238
1,341
4,788
631
4,992

BASKET 3 : Wallets Bags, Winter Wear & T-Shirts Shirts

City
New Delhi

Marital Status
Married
Single

Mumbai

Married
Single

Kolkata

Married
Single

Chennai

Married
Single
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Gender
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

743
2,716
309
3,071
230
1,648
83
1,843
93
300
35
238
1,144
4,726
667
4,737
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BASKET 4 : Watches, Trousers Jeans and T-Shirts Shirts

City
New Delhi

Marital Status
Married
Single

Mumbai

Married
Single

Kolkata

Married
Single

Chennai

Married
Single

Gender
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

1,252
2,710
869
3,059
483
1,637
327
1,942
137
320
93
292
1,595
4,794
1,090
4,549

BASKET 5 : Slippers Sandals& T-Shirts Shirts

City
New Delhi

Marital Status
Married
Single

Mumbai

Married
Single

Kolkata

Married
Single

Chennai

Married
Single
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Gender
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

714
2,297
371
2,419
344
1,140
275
1,633
29
235
35
293
1,173
3,799
607
3,743

3

Performance of Baskets

Performance per week (February 2013- January 2014)

The performance of the baskets can be analyzed over days,
week or months. From this insight a retailer can determine
a) The performing and non performing baskets
b) The cannibalism effects
This makes the retailer in a better position to analyze the
most and least profitable basket and accordingly take their
marketing and advertising decisions.
In the current study, after analyzing every basket (Snapshot
3) it's concluded that the five baskets had similarity in their
sales over the period with negligible differences in their
performances. The baskets showed gradual increase over the
quarters.

BASKET 2- Wallets Bags and Trousers Jeans, T-Shirt
Performance per quarter (Year 2013-14)

Snapshots 3: TOP 5 BASKET PERFORMANCE
BASKET 1-Tshirts &shirts, Trousers & Jeans, Winter
Wear
Performance per quarter (Year 2013-14)

Performance per month (January 2013-December 2013)

Performance per month (January 2013-December 2013)
Performance per week (February 2013- January 2014)
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BASKET -3 Wallets Bags, Winter Wear& T-Shirts Shirts
Performance per quarter (Year 2013-14)

Performance per month (January 2013-December 2013)

Performance per week (February 2013- January 2014)
Performance per month (January 2013-December 2013)

BASKET -5 Slippers Sandals& T-Shirts Shirts
Performance per quarter (Year 2013-14)

Performance per week (February 2013- January 2014)

BASKET 4 Watches, Trousers Jeans and T-Shirts Shirts
Performance per quarter (Year 2013-14)
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Performance per week (February 2013- January 2014)

surprisingly little about their customers. Their desire for
more insight into customer buying behavior has driven many
to invest in business analytics solutions. Additionally, leading
ecommerce websites are beginning to equip buyers,
merchandisers and planners, with powerful and convenient
market basket analysis tools, improving success across the
board.Market basket analysis can very well help the
ecommerce website to specifically target their customer
segments which can be converted into customers by
understanding the individual's buying behavior over the
period of purchase.

4

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Cross Sales

Cross-selling is the action or practice of selling an additional
product or service to an existing customer. In practice,
businesses define it as a practice of selling or suggesting
related or complimentary products to a prospective
customer at the time of making purchases. It is generated on
the basis of affinity analysis performed after aprori
algorithm and is further given to clients for easy referral and
analysis. Client can flip through the antecedents and find out
the five corresponding consequent for each product
category or subcategory. Whenever any antecedent is
selected it shows five of its consequent on the right side of
the window. The client can note these relationships and
manage their products and store in a way to guide the
purchases of their customers and increase their own sales.

Although market basket analysis is computationally simple
and very efficient, there are several important limitations.
The time constraint made it impossible to measure the
impact of the study. Also, the limited knowledge of the
ecommerce business acted as a constraint in applying price
related experiments.
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Abstract
Behaviour issues in finance are widely significant across financial markets, corporate or government context all across the globe. The objective of
behavioural finance is to develop an understanding of the impact of human behavior in the financial context. The most crucial challenge faced by
the investors is perhaps in the area of taking investment decisions. Every investor differs from the others in various aspects due to various reasons
like demographic factors, socio-economic background, marital status, educational level, risk bearing capacity, financial health, age, gender etc. So
this study will focus on how and why investors make their financial decisions and what are the factors, especially behavioural factors which influence
investment decision. This study will suggest the most eminent behavioural factors that affect the investors' behavior. The understanding of these
factors will assist individuals to resolve these behavioural errors and help them take intelligent investment decisions.
Keywords: Investment, Behavioural Finance

INTRODUCTION

B

ehavioural finance represents an area of research that
attempts to understand and explain how reasoning or
cognitive errors influence investor decisions and stock
market prices. It also attempts to explain and increase
understanding of the reasoning patterns of investors,
including the emotional processes involved and the degree
to which they influence the decision making process.
Essentially, behavioural finance attempts to explain the what,
why, and how of finance and investing, form a human
perspective. It endeavours to bridge the gap between
neoclassical finance and cognitive psychology. It looks at the
individual investor's decision making formula as well as at
their behaviour, which, in turn, sheds light on the observed
departures from the traditional finance theory. Even though
it is also very important for an investor to understand his
financial personality which is based on three major building
blocks, namely sentiment, behavioural preferences, and
limits to arbitrage. In other words, in the posture of investor
is vitally important to understand why you make certain
financial decisions or how you are likely to react in common
conditions of uncertainty. This form of analysis is useful in

an attempt to understand how you can temper the irrational
components of investment decisions while still satisfying
your individual preferences and requirements. So it can be
said that behavioural finance is the application of scientific
research on the psychological, social, and emotional
contributions to market participants and market price trends.
It endeavours to bridge the gap between neoclassical finance
and cognitive psychology. It looks at the individual investor's
decision making formula as well as at their behaviour, which,
in turn, sheds light on the observed departures from the
traditional finance theory. Furthermore an effort has been
made to examine the selected aspects of decisions taken by
individuals regarding every-day financial affairs. An educated
person's decision making towards investment differs from
an uneducated one. A young bachelor, for instance, prefers
to invest in risky avenues; where as a matured person with a
family dependability prefers less risky and stable income
generating avenues. Similarly, rural /urban background of
individuals, availability of information, accessibility of
avenues, and investment companies/colleagues also
influence individuals in developing their perceptions.
Behavioral ﬁnance is a new approach to ﬁnancial markets

* Assistant Professor, Amity College of Commerce, Amity University, Gurgaon
** HOD, Amity College of Commerce, Amity University, Gurgaon
*** Associate Professor, Gitarattan International Business School, Rohini
**** Senior Manager (HR & Adminstration), Mynd Solution, Gurgaon

that has emerged, at least in part, in response to the
difficulties faced by the traditional paradigm. In broad terms,
it argues that some ﬁnancial phenomena can be better
understood using models in which some agents are not fully
rational.

presented a new approach of capital markets, namely
behavioural finance. Investors fall prey to their own and
sometimes others' mistakes due to the use of emotions in
financial decision-making. Investors were people with a very
varied number of deviations from rational behaviour, which
was the reason why there was a variety of effects, which
explain market anomalies. He suggested that investment
decision was influenced in a large proportion by
psychological and emotional factors and even group
behaviour.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Behavioural Finance is a new emerging discipline that
studies the irrational behaviour of the investors. Mehla and
Ghalawat (2014) explored nine factors i.e. compulsive
shopper, financial awareness, financial botheration, financial
advice, concern for future, saving schemes, composed
decision, believes in savings and income. It further
concluded that out of nine factors, the respondents feel
highly satisfied in relation to financial awareness, financial
botheration and believes in saving factors. Birau (2012)
analysed the new approach of capital market, namely
behavioural finance. He find out that financial investors are
people with a very varied number of deviations from
rational behaviour; which was the reason and why there was
a variety of effects, which explain market anomalies.
Classical finance assumed that investors were rational and
they were focused to select an efficient portfolio, which
means including a combination of asset classes chosen in
such a manner as to achieve the greatest possible returns
over the long term, under the terms of a tolerable level of
risk. Gnani et al (2012) considered that information
structure and the characteristics of market participants
systematically influence individuals' investment decisions as
well as market outcome. Investor market behaviour derives
from psychological principles of decision making to explain
why people buy or sell stocks. The study also concluded that
there were also some behavioural factors like the investor's
financial tolerance, emotional risk tolerance and financial
literacy which influence the investor's behaviour.

Onsumo (2014) identified behavioral biases which affect
individual investors at the Nairobi Securities Exchange. The
relationship between gender and the behavioral biases was
investigated. The results indicated that investors were
affected by Availability bias, Representativeness bias,
Confirmation bias and Disposition effect. Bich Ngoc (2013)
discussed five factors of behavioural factors i.e. Herding,
Market, Prospect, Overconfidence-gamble's fallacy, and
Anchoring-ability bias which affect investment decision
making. Barberis and Thaler (1999) studied that some
financial phenomena could plausibly be understood using
models in which some agents were not fully rational. The
field had two building blocks: limits to arbitrage, which
argued that it can be difficult for rational traders to undo the
dislocations caused by less rational traders; and psychology,
which catalogues the kinds of deviations from full rationality
we might expect to see. They discuss these two topics, and
then present a number of behavioural finance applications:
to the aggregate stock market, to the cross-section of
average returns, to individual trading behaviour, and to
corporate finance.
Subash(2012) analysed that Investor's sentiment has been
one of the key determinants of market movements. In this
context, studying the role played by emotions like fear, greed
and anticipation, in shaping up investment decisions seemed
important. In the decision making process of individual
investors in the Indian Stock Market. Primary data for
analysis was gathered by distributing a structured
questionnaire among investors who were categorized as (i)
young, and (ii) experienced. Results obtained by analysing a
sample of 92 respondents, out of which 53 admitted to
having suffered a loss of at least 30% because of the crisis.

Kothari (2003) found out the impact of age on investment
decision. He concluded that behaviour of young investors is
more positive towards investment as compare to elder and
middle age group people. Harikant and Pragathi (2000)
focused upon how investor interprets and acts on
information to take investment decisions. He explained that
individuals did not always act rationally in their financial
decisions and that their behaviours cause them to make
different choices about their financial decisions. The two
building blocks of behavioural finance were cognitive
psychology (how people think) and the limits to arbitrage
(when markets will be inefficient). Shankar and Babu (2005)
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Objectives of the Study
a.

40

To find out the factors which will influence the
individual behavior regarding investment decision?

b.
c.

To study the overall interest of investors regarding
investment.
To look into the decision making process and choices
of the population from the prospective of behaviour
finance.

January and March 2016. Data collected for this study was
analysed through Factor Analysis. Factor analysis technique
was used to measure the effect of behavioural finance on
investor attitude and behaviour. Investor behaviour has been
assessed by questionnaire and 20 questions were included in
the questionnaire. These 20 questions was measured in a 5
likert scale method i.e. strongly disagree to strongly agree.

Methodology
Data for this paper was collected using questionnaires. The
population of the study was all individual investors of firms
listed at the NSE. The target population was individual
investors. Convenient sampling technique was used in the
study and sample size was 200. The period of study was

Reliability Analysis
The overall reliability is 0.707 which showed good reliability
scale to measure the Investor Behaviour regarding behaviour
of finance.

Table 1 : Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardized Items

N of Items

.707

.737

20

Table 2 : KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer -OlkinMeasure of Sampling Adequacy.

.612

Approx. Chi-Square

1.590E3

Df

190

Sig.

.000

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

The overall KMO is 0.612 which showed good acceptable range scale to measure the Investor Behaviour regarding behaviour
of finance.
Table 3 : Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

% of Variance Cumulative %

Total

Component

Total

1

4.428

22.139

22.139

4.428

22.139

22.139

3.355

16.773

16.773

2

2.373

11.865

34.004

2.373

11.865

34.004

2.649

13.245

30.018

3

2.272

11.359

45.363

2.272

11.359

45.363

2.116

10.581

40.599

4

1.854

9.269

54.632

1.854

9.269

54.632

2.042

10.212

50.811

5

1.427

7.136

61.768

1.427

7.136

61.768

1.657

8.283

59.094

6

1.271

6.353

68.121

1.271

6.353

68.121

1.569

7.843

66.938

7

1.124

5.622

73.743

1.124

5.622

73.743

1.361

6.806

73.743

8

.786

3.928

77.672

9

.730

3.649

81.321

10

.673

3.366

84.687

11

.510

2.548

87.235

% of Variance Cumulative %

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
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Total

% of Variance

Cumulative %
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12

.448

2.241

89.476

13

.440

2.202

91.678

14

.402

2.012

93.690

15

.302

1.510

95.200

16

.277

1.385

96.584

17

.213

1.066

97.651

18

.179

.896

98.547

19

.161

.803

99.350

20

.130

.650

100.000

From the table no. 3 it can be easily seen that only seven (7) factors are to be considered as Eigen value higher than one (1). As a
factor with low Eigen value adds little to the explanation of the variance in the variables.
Table 4 : Principle Component of Investment Factor
1

2

3

I Purchase those products more,which investors prefer more

0.119

0.357

0.305

I invest in a similar stock/industry which gives maximum profit

0.227

-0.42

-0.061

0.37

-0.039
0.466

Component
4

5

6

7

0.37

-0.622

0.061

0.192

-0.517

0.318

0.048

-0.122

0.329

0.026

0.077

-0.025

0.798

-0.229

-0.129

0.818

-0.086

0.061

-0.149

0.141

0.319

-0.532

0.336

0.01

0.205

0.036

0.564

-0.342

-0.365

-0.146

0.274

0.019

0.059

-0.528

0.153

0.006

0.078

0.316

0.19

0.601

-0.163

-0.416

0.092

0.621

0.286

0.192

0.18

0.353

0.617

-0.362

0.099

-0.006

-0.153

-0.069

I compare and calculate risk in different stocks

0.493

0.393

-0.315

0.061

0.237

-0.268

-0.099

I prefer to invest in stocks with high volatility and risk

-0.232

0.606

0.148

0.027

0.409

-0.09

0.308

I am able to anticipate the ends of good/poor market returns

0.681

-0.387

0.117

-0.109

0.035

0.063

-0.067

I fix a target price for buying/selling in advance

0.556

0.571

0.155

-0.051

0.026

-0.096

0.158

0.721

0.112

0.406

-0.176

0.208

-0.135

-0.156

0.445

0.065

0.477

0.458

0.268

0

-0.018

I tend to hold on to securities losing value waiting for better times

0.721

-0.296

-0.027

0.133

0.087

0.1

0.033

I have noticed influence of my recent emotional chances on my
investment decision

0.593

-0.028

0.241

-0.181

0.241

0.508

-0.024

I want to be reassured before investing in the stock market

0.339

-0.062

0.263

0.726

-0.146

-0.229

-0.129

I try to react as quickly as possible to the market & I implement decision
my own

0.563

0.009

0.073

-0.47

-0.075

-0.027

0.431

I think that familiar stock will provide me more return as compare to
stock which is unfamiliar to me

0.55

-0.111

-0.037

-0.091

-0.586

0.148

0.374

I mostly rely on company historical financial data when making
investment decisions
I make investment decision without collecting the information
I have some objective or goal,while making an investment
I understand gains and losses come and go,so do not feel it is necessary
to react
I make my investment decisions without consulting my investment
advisor
I invest based on opinions of friends and family
I gather data and analyse current market situation before make an
investment

I know all the guidelines of SEBI about the investment in the stock
market
I observe public opinion about profit making investment objectives is
often correct

From the table no.4 once the relevant factors have been attained they are rotated through varimax rotation method. Varimax
rotation is one such method that maximises the variance of the loadings within such factor.
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Table 5 : Rotated Factor Matrix

I Purchase those products more,which investors prefer more
I invest in a similar stock/industry which gives maximum profit
I mostly rely on company historical financial data when making
investment decisions
I make investment decision without collecting the information
I have some objective or goal,while making an investment
I understand gains and losses come and go,so do not feel it is
necessary to react
I make my investment decisions without consulting my
investment advisor
I invest based on opinions of friends and family
I gather data and analyze current market situation before make
an investment
I compare and calculate risk in different stocks
I prefer to invest in stocks with high volatility and risk
I am able to anticipate the ends of good/poor market returns
I fix a target price for buying/selling in advance
I know all the guidelines of SEBI about the investment in the
stock market
I observe public opinion about profit making investment
objectives is often correct
I tend to hold on to securities losing value waiting for better
times
I have noticed influence of my recent emotional chances on my
investment decision
I want to be reassured before investing in the stock market
I try to react as quickly as possible to the market & I implement
decision my own
I think that familiar stock will provide me more return as
compare to stock which is unfamiliar to me

1
-0.201
0.097

2
0.106
0.032

3
-0.18
0.795

-0.019

0.046

-0.116

0.218
0.108

-0.429
0.626

0.589

Component
4
0.335
0.089

5
0
-0.028

6
0.764
0.037

7
0.137
-0.263

-0.031

0.069

0.05

0.902

-0.551
0.475

0.308
0.101

0.19
-0.026

0.091
0.143

-0.257
0.313

0.161

0.454

-0.112

-0.166

-0.184

-0.125

-0.23

-0.22

0.135

-0.097

0.82

-0.029

0.071

-0.054

-0.41

0.435

0.545

0.227

-0.166

0.098

-0.039

0.811

0.034

-0.009

0.004

0.1

0.066

0.191
-0.147
0.698
0.355

0.749
0.3
-0.037
0.6

0.084
-0.275
0.104
-0.276

0.076
0.046
0.137
0.122

-0.029
0.716
-0.349
0.18

-0.124
-0.108
0.046
0.295

-0.107
0
-0.08
-0.014

0.687

0.299

-0.389

0.255

-0.146

-0.021

-0.122

0.357

0.112

-0.138

0.735

0.099

0.004

0.047

0.634

0.107

0.308

0.271

-0.236

0.08

-0.011

0.768

0.02

-0.091

0.07

8.17E-06

0.003

0.394

-0.032

0.116

0.076

0.823

-0.24

0.199

-0.106

0.652

0.134

-0.047

-0.288

0.102

0.372

-0.241

0.39

0.024

0.209

-0.109

-0.204

0.761

-0.036

Now on the basis of table no. 5 Factor 1 Market Situation:
Includes the understand gains and losses come and go, so do
not feel it is necessary to react, able to anticipate the ends of
good/poor market returns, know all the guidelines of SEBI
about the investment in the stock market, tend to hold on to
securities losing value waiting for better times, noticed
influence of recent emotional chances on investment
decision, try to react as quickly as possible to the market and
implement own decision, So the values of the factor shows
that behavioural finance has considerable impact on investor
attitude and behaviour.

impact on investor attitude and behaviour while make
investment decision without collecting the information
shows ve sign which interpret that investor collect
information when make an investment.
Factor 4 Opinions: Includes the invest based on opinions of
friends and family, public opinion about profit-making
investment objectives is often correct, reassured when
making decision, So that opinion of others has considerably
impact on investor attitude and behaviour.
Factors 5 Investment Decision: Include that make
investment decision without consulting investment advisor
and prefer to invest in stocks with high volatility and risk, So
that high risk and high profit has considerably impact on
investor attitude and behaviour.

Factor 2 Information: Includes that make objective or goal
while making an investment, gather data and analyse current
market situation before make an investment, compare and
calculate risk in different stocks, fix a target price for
buying/selling in advance, So that the information regarding
the stock market has considerable impact on investor
attitude and behaviour.

Factor 6 Stock Familiarity: include purchase those product
more which investors prefer more and familiar stock will
provide more return as compared to stock which is
unfamiliar, So that stock familiarity has considerably impact
on investor attitude and behaviour.

Factor 3 High Profit and High Risk: Includes the investment
in a similar stock/industry which gives maximum profit, so
that investment in similar stock/industry has considerable
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Factor 7 Historical Data: Include that mostly rely on
company historical financial data when making investment
decisions, So that past performance has considerably impact
on investor attitude and behaviour.

4)

5)

Limitations of the Study
6)
These results are based on highly qualified investors of the
stock market. Many respondents are not interested to reveal
certain data regarding their behavioural aspects. Many
investors feel that the questionnaire is too difficult to
answer. Some questions were answered with bias and
without care by the investors. For such a study where
behaviour of investor is under study, deviation from other
studies is very natural.

7)

Recommendations
The main recommendation for investors is to make constant
attempts to increase their awareness on behavioural finance
by educating themselves on the field. Studying about the
biases, and reflecting on their decisions are likely to help
achieve better self-understanding of extent and manner to
which they gets influenced by emotions while making
financial decisions under uncertainty. Even after satisfactory
awareness is achieved it is highly recommended that they
maintain a chart of the behavioural biases they are likely to
be vulnerable to. This should be reviewed periodically in
order to recollect and refresh their memory thus giving
themselves a better chance to make improved financial
decisions in the stock market. Most essentially, what remains
unanswered is whether greater awareness of investors about
behavioural biases is likely to increase the market efficiency.
Awareness about behavioural biases and its application in
the course of making investment decision would be
increasing the rationality of investment decisions thus
making way for higher market efficiency.

8)

9)

10)
11)

12)
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Young Consumers' Online Shopping Decision Influencers:
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Abstract
Trading in sto
The online consumer's decision largely influenced by the convenience, information on website, product availability, time and cost efficiency as
suggested by Chayapa, Wang (2011). In a general practice, the consumers purchase multitudes of products to fulfill their diurnal needs and
luxurious aspirations. Shopping decisions are influenced by many factors irrespective of channel of shopping used by the consumer. In recent years
there have been great interests in research about online shopping as the growth of e-commerce has changed the landscape of shopping from off line
to online. In the process of buying, an important medium, i.e. 'channel of shopping' also plays a major role. Here, channel of shopping implies the
online shopping; this paper aims to find out the intervening factors that influence the online shopping decisions of young consumers in Indian
context. The factors emerge in the current study which influence the decision of on-line shopping are Convenience, Security and Privacy on Website,
Time and Cost Efficiency, Online Product Information availability, Website Interface and are in align with the factors suggested in the study of
Chayapa, Wang (2011). In this context, the current study may enable the marketers to devise better strategies and designs of new age online
marketing platform.
Keywords: Online Shopping, Convenience, Consumer Buying Decision, Website Interface and Content.

INTRODUCTION

T

he growth of e-commerce has put the customer in the
cross road of decision-making on which channel they
would adapt for their shopping. However, the consumers are
now switching over to the on-line channel for shopping of
their goods to fulfill their needs. Punj (2012) opined that the
internet has certainly made it easier for consumers to search
for the best price when that is most important due to the
profusion of merchants on the web. When the match
between the consumer need and the product attribute is
important, the search over internet for the best price and
product has been made easier for the consumer. Internet has
helped the consumer in the decision making process while
buying the products online by providing information for
searching product and comparing the features and price of
the product. However, the off-line purchases are also now a
days also areinfluenced by online information of the
product. The customer has a choice to go for online

purchase or off-line purchase depending upon how much
the on-line information and product variety availability online influences the consumer. The consumer always wants
convenience in the sense of product information search,
comparison, placing the order and materilisation of the
purchase deal so also the marketer also wants it. The
solution is online shopping environment creation by the
marketer to meet the new age young consumer's need. So it
is pertinent to study the online shopping decisions of the
consumer and what factors influence the consumer decision
for online shopping. As the internet has penetrated to the
remote area of the country, the young consumers who are
the main users of internet, definitely the study of factors
influencing their online shopping decision will be beneficial.
As expected, there is an involvement of consumer in
gathering the information, evaluation thereof, selecting the
correct product and making the purchase through internet
and the online shopping decision may be influenced by
different factors.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To conceptualize and operationalize the factors influencing
online shopping decisions, various extensive studies have
been carried out by researchers across the world. Chayapa,
Wang (2011)opined on the basis of various studies that
online shopping decisions could be influenced by “factors
categorized as convenience, information, available products
and services, and cost and time efficiency.” Wang et al.
(2005) highlighted in their research that“convenient of the
internet is one of the impacts on consumers' willingness to
buy online”. Goldsmith and Flynn, (2005); Parks, (2008) had
also found in their studies that consumers want to escape
face-to-face interaction with sales people and also do not
want to be manipulated and controlled in the market place
and that's why use online shopping channel. The availability
of information accessible to consumer is made easy through
internet as highlighted by Wang et al., (2005). The outcome
of the study of Lim and Dubinsky, (2004) and Prasad and
Aryasri, (2009) was the emergence of “E-commerce has
made a transaction easier than it was and online stores offer
consumers benefits by providing more variety of products
and services that they can choose from.” A better deal for a
product in terms of price can be achieved by online
shopping as compared to offline shopping was highlighted
in the study of Rox, (2007). Online shopping also provides
fun and entertainment in shopping as opined in the study of
Prasad and Aryasri, (2009). Consumers who use online
channel of shopping also concerns about the security of
their information used online, Lim and Dubinsky, (2004)
and online trust is the most critical issue in front of
consumer as well as online retailer, Prasad and Aryasri,
(2009). The design and interface of the website also plays an
important role in online shopping decision as highlighted by
Sam and Chatwin (2015). It is interesting to note that not
many studies have been carried out on online shopping
decision in Indian context. India being a country of majority
of young population and the growing usage of internet by
young consumers, there lies a great opportunity for online
business. Thus a study could be carried out for better
understanding factors influencing online shopping decisions
of young consumers.

1.

A descriptive approach has been adopted in the research
design. This has led to get the desired result by using crosssectional study. The cross-sectional study among the
university/college students has been based upon the
methodologies adopted in previous empirical studies
conducted in various parts of the world. It has been helpful
on fulfillment of the objective of the research.
2.

Research method

The research method is 'Quantitative' in nature and has the
survey method through a structured questionnaire to
identify the product involvement factors.
3.

Development of Instrument

The questionnaire has been developed by adopting 6 items
from the study of Narwal & Ravi Kant (2014) & 7 items
from study of Sam & Chatwin (2015) and 5 items developed
by the researcher themselves as suitable for the study.All
these 18 questions are answered by the respondents with
one choice selecting on the basis of 5 point Likert scale i.e.
(1-Strongly Disagree, 2-Disagree,3- Neutral, 4- Agreeand 5Strongly Agree). Other questions for demographic details
are also included in the questionnaire.
4.

Sample and Source of Data

The scope of the study is restricted to the university/college
students and a purposive sampling has been undertaken.
The university/college students have been selected as per
their gender, educational qualification, course, and age
group.
5.

Sampling Design

It has been observed from the literature review that the
studies across the world have taken the sample of
undergraduate and post graduate students. So, the sampling
design consists of a sampling frame which defines the list of
students of Universities and colleges at Bhubaneswar,
Berhampur, Balasore, Koraputin the age group of 17-30
years. Both boys and girls students are included in the
sampling process. The questionnaire was administered to
209 students in total. However, after the scrutiny of the

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
The objective of this study is to identify the factors
influencing online shopping decisions of young consumers
in Odisha.
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feedback data only 200 questionnaires were found relevant.

DATA ANALYSIS

6.

The data has been analysed by using appropriate statistical
methods and tools as applicable to meet the Objective i.e. 'is
to identify the factors influencing online shopping decisions
of young consumers in Odisha'

Formats of Data

As the study is empirical in nature, the primary data has
been collected from the respondents by using survey
method through administering the structured questionnaire
to the respondents.
7.

1. Reliability of the scale: The reliability of the scale is
tested by using software spss-19 and the Cronbach's alpha is
0.678 which is acceptable.

Tools for Data Analysis

The data analysis has been carried out with descriptive
statistics as well as techniques like Factor Analysis used to
find out the factors of product involvement. Software spss19 has been used for data analysis.

2. Analysis of KMO and Bartlett's Test: In pre analysis
part the KMO and Bartlett's Test (Table-1) indicates that the
result of sampling adequacy is 0.793. Factor analysis can be
carried out if the KMO measure of Sampling Adequacy is
more than 0.5 and Bartlett's Test of Sphericity is 841.368
which is significant at p<.001 thus, indicating the sample is
suitable for factor analysis (Malhotra and Dash, 2012, p.590).

Table 1: KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy

.793
Approx. Chi-Square

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

841.368

df

153

Sig.

.000

To carry out further, Multivariate technique has been used wherein the Interdependence Technique i.e. Exploratory Factor
Analysis has been carried out by using 18 items i.e. 6 items adoptedfrom the study of Narwal & Ravi Kant (2014) & 7 items
from study of Sam & Chatwin (2015) and 5 items developed by the researchers themselves as suitable for the study. As the
factor analysis provides the result by combining the related variables in to groups which is helpful for grouping similar
characteristic into one group or factor. The output of the factor analysis is as follows:
3.

Factor Analysis Output for identifying factors influencing online shopping decision:
Table 2: Communalities

I purchase product/service on-line
I purchase product off-line by using on-line information
I do searching alternatives of goods/services on-line
Making comparison among product/services on-line is easy
Making payment easy on-line
Placing order on-line is easy
Saving money through on-line shopping
Saving time through on-line shopping
It is pleasure to surf and purchase on-line
Involvement is more in on-line shopping

47

Initial

Extraction

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

.534
.506
.317
.598
.649
.605
.592
.585
.582
.581
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One can enhance knowledge and decision-making skill through online shopping
When I go shopping on-line, privacy and security are very important

1.000
1.000

.550
.582

It is very important for the websites to offer communication channels to me for product enquiries and order tracking

1.000

.516

It is very important for the websites to offer a product searching service to me
It is good if the websites can offer customer reviews on the products
It is good if the websites can offer social networking facilities so I can share product comments with my friends
It will be annoying to get a lot of animated effects on the business websites
Design layout of business website is one of the important factors to make buying decisions

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

.511
.621
.454
.615
.608

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Table 3: Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues
Component

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

1
2
3
4
5
6

4.523
1.797
1.472
1.178
1.035
.996

% of
Variance
25.129
9.982
8.178
6.545
5.750
5.536

7

.886

4.921

66.041

8

.855

4.753

70.794

9

.769

4.271

75.065

10

.685

3.804

78.869

11

.614

3.412

82.281

12

.603

3.351

85.632

13

.544

3.025

88.657

14

.477

2.652

91.308

15

.461

2.559

93.867

16

.419

2.327

96.194

17

.371

2.062

98.257

18

.314

1.743

100.000

Total

Cumulativ
e%
25.129
35.111
43.289
49.833
55.584
61.120

Total
4.523
1.797
1.472
1.178
1.035

% of
Variance
25.129
9.982
8.178
6.545
5.750

Cumulative
%
25.129
35.111
43.289
49.833
55.584

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
Total

% of Variance

Cumulative %

2.619
2.057
2.010
1.744
1.575

14.550
11.428
11.168
9.690
8.747

14.550
25.978
37.146
46.837
55.584

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Table 4 : Rotated Component Matrix
Rotated Component Matrix a

Making payment easy on -line
Making comparison among product/services on -line is easy
Placing order on -line is easy
It is good if the websites can offer customer reviews on the products
I purchase product/service on -line
When I go shopping on-line, privacy and security are very important
It is very important for the websites to offer communication channels to me for product
enquiries and order tracking
It is very important for the websites to offer a product searching service to me
Saving time through on -line shopping
It is pleasure to surf and purchase on -line
Saving money through on -line shopping
I do searching alternatives of goods/services on -line
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1
.740
.689
.598
.560
.552

2

Component
3

.729
.693
.688
.722
.677
.540
.508

4

5

Involvement is more in on -line shopping
One can enhance knowledge and decision -making skill through online shopping
I purchase product off -line by using on -line information
It will be annoying to get a lot of animated effects on the business websites
Design layout of business website is one of the important factors to make buying decisions
It is good if the websites can offer social networking facilities so I can share product
comments with my friends

.709
.663
.558
.772
.721
.536

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations.

4.

Interpretation

The factor analysis is primarily aimed at investigating the factors influencing the online shopping decision. The data was
analysed thorough spss-19 tosummarise (Table-2 to 4) the 18 variables. The data are subjected to principal component analysis,
under exploratory factor analysis. The data are analysed through varimax rotation to reduce the variables into groups with factor
loading of 0.5 and above. The factors with eigen value greater than one were considered to be significant.
Table 5 : A summarized table showing the result of Factor Analysis

Factors Influencing Online shopping decision
Factors/Items

Factor Loading

Factor-1
Making payment easy on -line
Making comparison among product/services on -line is easy
Placing order on -line is easy
It is good if the websites can offer customer reviews on the products
I purchase product/service on -line
Factor-2
When I go shopping on-line, privacy and security are very important
It is very important for the websites to offer communication channels to
me for product enquiries and order tracking
It is very important for the websites to offer a product searching service
to me
3. Factor-3
Saving time through on -line shopping
It is pleasure to surf and purchase on -line
Saving money through on -line shopping
I do searching alternatives of goods/services on -line
4. Factor-4
Involvement is more in on -line shopping
One can enhance knowledge and decision -making skill through online
shopping
I purchase product off -line by using on -line information
5. Factor-5
It will be annoying to get a lot of animated effects on the business
websites
Design layout of business website is one of the important factors to make
buying decisions
It is good if the websites can offer social networking facilities so I can
share product comments with my friends
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Eigenvalue
4.523

25.129

Cumulative Variance
(%)
25.129

1.797

9.982

35.111

1.472

8.178

43.289

1.178

6.545

49.833

1.035

5.750

55.584

Variance (%)

.740
.689
.598
.560
.552
.729
.693
.688
.722
.677
.540
.508
.709
.663
.558
.772
.721
.536
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In the Table-5, the result of the factor analysis shows 5
factors of eigen value greater than 1.0 and accounted for
55.58% of total variance, and it is imperative to say that the
total variance explained is good.

2)
3)

5.

Interpretation of the Factors Emerging in Factor
Analysis

Referring to Table-5, Factor-1 represents the 'Convenience'
factorin fluences the online shopping decision of consumer;
Factor-2 represents the 'Security and Privacy on Website'
factor; Factor-3 represents the 'Time and Cost Efficiency'
factor; Factor -4 represents the 'Online Product Information
availability' factor; and Factor -5 represents the 'Website
Interface' factor which influences the online shopping
decision of consumer.

4)
5)

6)
7)

CONCLUSION
8)
In a general practice, the consumers purchase multitudes of
products to fulfill their diurnal needs and luxurious
aspirations. In the process of buying, an important medium,
i.e. 'channel of shopping' also plays a major role. Here,
channel of shopping implies the online shopping. Internet
has helped the consumer in the decision making process
while buying the products online by providing information
for searching product and comparing the features and price
of the product. However, the off-line purchases are also
now a days also are influenced by online information of the
product. The customer has a choice to go for online
purchase or off-line purchase depends upon how much the
on-line information and product variety availability on-line
influences the consumer. The outcome of this paper is the
intervening factors that influence the online shopping
decisions of young consumers in Indian context. The
factors emerge in the current study which influence the
decision of on-line shopping are Convenience, Security and
Privacy on Website, Time and Cost Efficiency, Online
Product Information availability, Website Interface. In this
context, the current study may enable the marketers to
devise better strategies and designs of new age online
marketing platform. This study has been carried out with a
limited size of sample and is product independent.
However, a study with larger sample may yield different
results.

9)

10)

11)
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